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Dear Readers, 
We are now in our fourth month of publication and I would like to extend a hearty thanks to my wonderful team of designers and contributors, 
my guiding Uncles and Aunties and Parsi Times well wishers for making the issues better and better each week. 

cut out and pasted in scrapbooks and shared between generations. 
Our focus has been only on creating value for the Community in the form of enriching words and content, which is easy to read and even easier 
to understand. 
This week tucked into the issue, alongside wonderful Community gupshup, is the Parsi Times Advertising Rate Card. It is our sincere hope that 

at least a few of the 12,000 homes that we enter, take our relationship to the next level by advertising with us and enjoying the attention of our curious readers. 
We believe in the power of marrying good content with good advertising. Our rates are phenomenally reasonably and our approach is extremely fresh and 
practical. Over the past month we have featured a series in each issue about the merits of advertising in Newspapers by a very well known author on the subject. 

to understand and describes the advertisement to suit every need and budget. If there are any questions, we really do have a warm and helpful team so please 
email or call us for more guidance. 
A clear home is a clear mind. 

Community Businesses as well, we cannot ask for anything more! 
Happy reading 
Freyan
Send me your feedback on freyan@parsi-times.com

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

::

Complimentary Copy Not For Sale

Find Madhubala Pg. 19
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One shot wins it all! One shot at the date, one shot at the 
snooker table and one shot of a lens can take you from 
nowhere onto a path you were made for. Parsi Times checks 
out who calls the shots and who plays them brilliantly.
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Cyrus Broacha and Bugs Bhargava got together on stage for a 
laugh-riot last week for what proved to be a super evening. 
Giving them company on stage were Aman Uppal, Jeanine 

Advani and Parinaz. Nawaz Modi Singhania, back from a recent 
holiday, was seen thoroughly     enjoying 
herself. 

Boman Irani and Kunal Vijaykar 
ganged up and were seen chatting 
and catching up. 

Rashmi Uday Singh, Chhaya 
and Nirmal Momaya, Cyrus 
and Manek Guzder, Viren Shah, 
Ananya Goenka and Ina Arora 
braved the rains for an evening 
of fun and laughter. It was 
certainly a time when everyone 
let their hair down!

One of features of 
the last decade 
of bloodstock 

breeding in India has 
been the meteoric rise 
of the Nanoli Stud & 
Agricultural Farm from 

a force to reckon with. 
Today, the Western 
India-based farm can 
be counted amongst 
the upper echelons of 
the Indian Turf, taking 
high rank right up there 
with the best of them.

In fact, on some 
parameters, Nanoli 
outshines even long-
established farms such 
as Kunigal, Manjri, 
Poonawalla and Usha. 
In 2002-2003, the 
Nanoli Stud scored 
the highest number 
of wins in the Graded 
Races table, no less 
than 20 out of an All-
India total of 94. This 
is an astonishing feat 
considering the stud’s 
relative “youth” and the smaller numbers it has 

Set up in 1994 by Mr. Khushroo Dhunjibhoy, 
who was - as he put it - “realizing a life-long 
dream”, the ultra-modern farm occupies a shade 
over 100 hectares on the banks of the rain-fed 
Indrayani River, in Maharashtra’s Pune District.
The multi purpose-built nursery has every 
facility one may expect in a modern stud farm - 
comfortable stabling, spacious lush paddocks, an 
enormous covered shed for exercise in inclement 
weather, indoor and outdoor walking rings, an 
undulating sand track, a turf track, an aqua-
treadmill, mechanized horse walkers, and so on.

For the 15th season, Nanoli Stud owner Mr. 
Dhunjibhoy will be sponsoring the Nanoli Pune 
Derby. Mr. Dhunjibhoy, a dynamic former 
chairman of the club, totally involved in its 
improvement, will also sponsor on the same day 
another race- Sprinters Million. Thanks to his 
continuing sponsorship, the Derby in Pune has got 
a new, prestigious status.

Trainers Pesi Shroff and Narendra Lagad have 
a big chance of becoming the season’s champions. 
Pesi who was at the top in Mumbai for the second 
time has provided ample proof of his top class 
ability as a trainer. He has some good babies in his 
stables and also some top caliber horses belonging 
to Mr. Dhunjibhoy and Mr. Vijay Shirke.

at which Shabana Azmi and Khayyam were presented maestro 
awards. Shabana Azmi said that the training she received in her 
early days has been largely responsible for what she is and that it 
has stayed with her forever.

Yash Chopra who was also awarded said that back in his days 

of stalwarts. Ronnie Screwvala also spoke, while Subhash and 

Bawas & More!

Ronnie Screwvala at Whistling Woods 
convocation ceremony

Let’s race!

Monsoon Show at 
Bajaj Art Gallery, 

July 4th to August 13th
A Monsoon Show is on at 
the Bajaj Art Gallery where 
young and new talent is 
always encouraged. The 
Gallery has the purpose of 
promoting art and giving 
a chance to promising new 
artists.

RUN MUMBAI RUN!
Finally! The registrations for the Mumbai Marathon scheduled for January 
15, 2012 began on the 21st of July.
Announcing the initiative at a glitzy conference at the Trident Hotel, Nariman 
Point, the organizers Procam International along with actor John Abaham  
introduced new features to an event which is held every year in January, with 
runners soaking the city streets in sweat.
This time, there is something new for amateur Full Marathon participants. 

will receive prize money of USD 1,000, 750 and 500 each in the men’s and 
women’s category

HOW DO YOU REGISTER?
Online registration can be done through the event website www. 
procamrunning. More information can be sourced from the event helpline 
no: + 91 2242020200, Monday to Saturday between 10 am and 6 pm.

WHEN DO YOU REGISTER?
Registrations for the Full Marathon and Half open on July 21, 2011, and close on 
August 20, 2011 or whenever running places are full, whichever is earlier.
Registrations for the Dream Run will open on September 5, 2011 and close on 
September 10, 2011, while registrations for the Senior Citizens Run and the Wheelchair 
Event will open on September 12, 2011 and close on September 24, 2011.
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The Mumbai Billiards League 
2011, was an Open Handicap 
League Tournament where the 

play-offs were hosted by Dadar Parsee 
Colony Gymkhana from 3rd - 8th July 
2011 and sponsored by Zarine & Yazdi 
Daruvala Charitable Trust. The Chief 
Guest was 4 times world champion 
Michael Ferreira, and the Guests of 
Honor were Zenobia & Farhad Unwalla. 
It was conducted under the auspices of 
The Billiards & Snooker Association of 
Maharashtra (BSAM).

    In total 30 teams participated 
and of those 16 teams were selected 
for the play-offs. Some of the leading 
teams were : ECC BAPACHIBUM, 
CHEMBUR GLADIATORS, DPCG 
SILENT ASSASSINS, BOMBAY GYM 

PHANTOMS. The Finals were held on 8th 
July 2011.

Dhruv Sitwala current World No. 2 of 
PJ Hindu Gym for his 136, got the highest 
break prize, while CCI’s Jaiveer Dhingra was 
adjudged the most promising and consistent 
cueist of the tournament. Arun Agarwal, 

style by scoring 99, and narrowly missing out on 
a century.

    There was also an exhibition match between 
Former World Champion Michael Ferreira and Keku 

Nicholson of Selvel on special request 
by Ronnie Daruwalla, the tournament 
organizer.

     The winners and runners-up 
received trophies along with handsome 
cash prizes from Zarine &  Yazdi 
Daruvala Charitable Trust. 2 trophies 
were handed over by Ms. Arnaz 
Tamboly in loving memory of Late Mrs. 
Coomi S. Panthaki for highest break & 
upcoming player of the tournament. 
The Jt.Sec Billiards Ronnie Daruwalla 
& Farokh Tamboly are very proud of 
this feat achieved and Ronnie was quick 
to add, “We are very thankful to our 
Trustees, Mng.Committee and proud 
of our department. This will go on for a 
long  time to come, with better facilities”

      There was world class infrastructure 
at the tournament. ‘Shender’ Snooker 

Tables and lighting equipments matching 
international standards were made available 
to the players. DPCG hosted this Tournament 
for the second consecutive time. World 
professional snooker player Aditya Mehta 
representing the World Cup that concluded 
in Thailand also made his presence felt at this 
event. Young Parsi boys and girls enjoyed 
witnessing the champions in action.

Take a Cue!

ECC WINNERS

Keku Nicholson and Michael Ferreira 
in a friendly match

TOURNAMENT COMMITTEE

A new chapter
DPCG also hosted The Maharashtra State Selection Tournament for Ladies 2011. 

India’s no. 2, Meenal Thakur stood second and two times Former Veteran 
National Snooker Champion, Heena Khandelwal stood 1st. 

Michael Ferreira, Zenobia Unwalla Daughter Of Sponsor Zarine Daruvala
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Parsi Times chats with young Parsis and asks for their unbiased take on important Community issues. 

We are proud to feature our unedited, young minds.  Maybe their voices can be heard! 

P. T. QUESTION OF THE WEEK
This week P.T. decided to ask some lighthearted questions to our kids. Are Parsi boys 
Mamma’s boys? Why do Parsis get married late? Why do we love our pets so fervent-

ly? Or are these presumptions not true at all? 
Let’s see it as they see it!

Hey there! Register your YOUNG 
AND FREE voice on 

contribute@parsi-times.com Just 
mail in your name,

 age and contact number. 
Our questions can range from the 

serious to the sensational.
Let us join hands in making a voice 

today for our tomorrow! 

Rukshana Gandhi
Profession : Working
Age  : 24 years
It’s not that Parsi boys are Mamma’s boys. It’s 
possible that they may be so to a certain extent but 
certainly not entirely. It’s just that the relationship 
between a mother and a son is such that it might 
appear so. In general our boys respect their 
mothers more than their fathers. Today youngsters 
are getting married late may be because they 
want to achieve something in their lives and then 
embark on something else. The other reason might 

fact that our community is really small. It is also 

or he might be from outside the community which 

Penaaz Damania 
Profession : Advertising Student
Age  : 19 years
My opinion about the reason behind Parsi boys 
marrying late in their lives can be broken into three 
halves. 

something for themselves, probably earn a good 
enough bank balance to start a family of their own 
and therefore settling down takes a bit longer than 
one would anticipate. 
The second half, on the other hand is basically 
what you could categorize as ‘Casanovas’ and may 
not really believe in the institution of marriage-the 
idea of marriage is just too over the top for them. 
They might not want to settle down before a certain 
age, until when they consider themselves to be 
‘young and spirited’. But once this ‘youthfulness’ 
disappears time is already up and a late marriage 
is something they would then opt for. Let’s say that 
it is the only way out of something society would 
want them to follow. 
   The third section comprises of those boys who 
remain unmarried because of the scarcity of girls 
in the Community.  Maybe women don’t consider 
them worth their time. They may choose someone 
over them and therefore the years go by as one 
searches for the right person. This is obviously not 
so easy to come by.

The FOZAWAC Open for All Billiards Tournament opens this Sunday! Go catch young Parsi 
Billiard-aires in action at the Elphinstone Cricket Club

Register the whole family for the Full and the Half Mumbai Marathon happening in January 
2011!

Catch up with some pals on the Bug bench, but make sure you have your umbrella with you! 

Bully Mummy into making the Frankie recipe on the Lifestyle Page! (its yummy and easy!) 

Catch the Monsoon Art Show at Bajaj Art Gallery 

Plan a trip to a blood donation camp for the week ahead

Before you go to bed, read the Dear Mamaiji column with your loved ones! 

Karina Patel 
Profession : Student 
Age  : 18 years
If you ask me about Parsis and their love for pets 
then it’s not really so in my case! I don’t like pets. 
I am not too fond of them and get a little scared 
around animals. As far as the notion of us being 

We are a close knit unit. Parents and children share 
a warm and friendly relationship. Personally I try 
to maintain the best possible relationship with my 
parents. I think that Parsi youngsters should try to 

of when they marry. Sometimes there are family 
issues that come in the way of marrying on time 
or at times it will happen only when it’s meant to.

Rukhshar Edibam
Profession : Student 
Age  : 17 years
Actually I don’t have any idea about it. But I think 
it can be because of the fact that nowadays all 
Parsi youngsters are very career oriented and they 
might feel the need to settle down in life and then 
get married. Doing something substantial in their 
professional lives  might be important to them.

Diana Frenchman 
Profession : Student 
Age  : 17 years
I think Parsi boys are really Mamma’s boys! At 
least 75% of them are. They are not interested in 
doing anything suitable or substantial in life and 
just while away their time. Girls want to show 

nowadays. Anyway our Community is dwindling 
in number so either they marry outside the 

someone they want to get married to.

Printed and Published by Sarosh K. Daruwalla on behalf of Parsi Times
From 102, Vikas Building, 11 Bank Street, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001.

Printed at Dangat Media Private Limited, Mehra Centre, Marwah Estate, Saki Vihar Road, Mumbai - 400 072. 
Editor : Freyan Bhathena.    Contact Nos.: 6633 0404, Advt.: 6633 0405, Fax : 6633 0406. 

Natasha Irani
Profession : Student
Age  : 16 years
I really don’t know! I have no idea. I think some 
Parsi boys are Mumma’s boys but not all.

Peenaz Bhathena, 
Profession : Working
Age  : 22 years
According to me there are many reasons for 
Parsi youngsters getting married late. Firstly, our 

it is most Parsis have only one child. This is a 
big problem. There are youngsters who are very 
involved in their work so much so that they tend 
to neglect their personal life. They want to achieve 
something in their professional life and probably 
then settle down. Many people feel obligated 
to take care of their family, support them etc.  
Therefore youngsters today get married at a later 
stage in their lives.



It was the last Sunday and this, 
When earth moved away, 
under my feet,
For my little prince 
was sick with 
fever,
The cause of  it 
was not very 
clear.
Which 
refused to 
leave him 
and cure, 
Till he left the 
cruel world he 
couldn’t endure!

Between his illness and 
death, was his failing breathe, 
All happened so fast , he just didn’t last,
He passed into eternity, leaving behind his 
fraternity ..
Groping for reasons of  his untimely exit, 
Despite our best efforts, he just didn’t 
make it!

In his three years of  life, he died thrice, all 
in 3 days……
He was cremated on a Friday, and buried 
on Saturday,
A part of  his ashen remains left , buried on 
Sunday.
He died a virgin , my darling little boy
Forgive me for not, letting you mate,
Till date , you met your cruel fate

You were the prize of  Twiggy’s litter of  
seven,
A white ball of  fur , a surprise from heaven,
A pug, a pom, a lhasa apso , all rolled in 
one,
You were my future hope of  my last 
companion, but,
God took you away first and life’s cord was 
cut

You were quiet, you were cool, and slow 
to move,
But you were so obedient and you well 
understood,
Not to pollute your home with passing urine 
or stool
But wait till I took you out and then you 
will do,
At a dozen spots spraying , sparing just a 
few!

You suffered silently and I ignored the 
symptons,
Days before when you could have recovered 
with medication,
Forgive me, this, my himalayan blunder , 
That will remain as a blotch on my 
conscience, forever!
All our efforts and actions went to waste,
As god didn’t shower on my child, his kind 
grace,
Oh! My helpless child, you floundered at 
every stage!

They say to soothe, that every 
event 

Has a divine purpose, for 
what’s it meant,

Whether or not, I am 
not so sure,
All I wanted was to 
nurture you and 
cure,
But as mortals 
propose, and 

divine powers 
dispose,

The clock stopped 
and the flame went off  

In one cruel moment you 
breathed your last,

And for my loving prince, the world 
went dark!  

Everyone beside you was shattered & 
devastated,
From your premature death, your soul was 
emancipated,
My last born, was first gone,
As time , tide and death, wait for no one,
I wish i knew , how much it was true  
That death doesn’t discriminate between old 
and the new. 

You have made me realise, how I wasted my 
whole life,
Instead of  living for the moment, all I did 
was procrastinate
Here’s a lesson for us all, life is not an 
enacted play;
Where curtains drop , when all is said ,
Life is, but, one uncertain long day, 
Longer for some, shorter for some,
When the world says go and the grave says 
come,
What happens next is a poetic quest, 
Over the rainbow bridge, the soul meets 
solace at best!

When God was distributing time on earth,
Small, medium, large and larger,
Why did you take the small at birth , 
To die just 3 years after?
If  leash could keep you away from the jaws 
of  death,
I would have held on as long as I could
But how could I ‘ve harnessed your falling 
breathe;
How i wish , I knew what to do...

The beginning is not the end, my dear,
But the end is the beginning;
And I unleash you from my shackles of  loss
The grief  and pain that it has brought.
Roam free in God’s paradise , who has 
adopted you, my son
And the prince of  my dreams will then be 
crowned king
In God’s kingdom…… of  paradox 
(paradogs)

Grieving Pet Parent :  Rayomand P. Shroff

‘Paws’ for a hug! 
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Dear Fellow Parsis, 

Fine! People stare when I 
talk to my Doggie or when 
I cuddle her and groom her 
for hours. They laugh when 

I tell them I cook her favou-
rite dishes or that we watch 
TV together. They can’t be-
lieve that I think it’s cool to 

drive her around in the car! 
Well I say they don’t know 
what they are missing out 

on. Of  course, I 
would never give 
them my Doggie 
for a trial period 
but I urge them 
all to try and 
spend time with 
a pet. 
Loving natures, 
goofy habits and 
u n r e a s o n a b l e 
hunger are few 
of  the most endearing and 
adorable things about our 
four-legged pals and Parsi 
Times knows how we Bawas 
love our Bow-bows! 
We understand if  TV needs 

to be switched on especially 
for her when you go out, 
when he just has to wake you 
up with his tongue sloshing 
across your face or the vets 
check- ups are more impor-
tant than a trip out of  town. 

We would be proud 
to feature your 
loved ones in all 
their glory on our 
‘Paws’ for a Hug 
page.  
Send us stories, pic-
tures, accolades and 
proud moments 
you have of  your 
Doggies and look 
out for her/him in 

our weekly issue along with 
some sur-prizes too! 
We begin with this ode sent 
to us by a reader and we feel 
his love and loss of  his most 
adorable doggie.  
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Dear Parsi Times,
I am an ardent reader of the 

Parsi Times and look forward 
to receive it every week.  It’s 
an excellent Community 
news reporter as well as a 
friend of the Community. 

Especially, I like the 
articles on the personal 
Finance of Mr. Felfeli. 
Without prejudice to anyone, 
below is my contribution on 

all. If you like and if you feel 
it is worth publishing, please 
do so.  It will help our Bawajis 
to do well in the market.

I write this article on 
investing in the Share Market.  
The points below will help the 
young to follow a disciplined 
approach to share market 
investing and help him/her  

(1) Keep a diary. Jot down 
the results published every 
quarter. Results appear in 
April, July, October and 
January in the pink papers.

(2) Compare only the 

(Quarter-to-quarter and 
year-to-year), Keep track in 
following quarter.

(3) Focus on companies 
having small equity, high 
EPS, and low P/E.

(4) Jot down today’s quote 
with comparative High/Low 
of 52 week.

(5) Comapanies show signs 
of good future when they 
surpass whole years sales and 

quarter or 3rd quarter results.

(6) Don’t make haste. Keep 
in mind and wait for the 
opportunity.  Newton’s Law 
says “all that goes up has to 
come down”. You’ll get your 
chance in a correction. 

(7) Maintain a long term 
view. I have been in the 
market since 25 years and 
have grown my investment 
slowly and gradually through 
splits/ bonuses / mergers 
and de-mergers. Those who 
stay put for years gather the 
most. We Parsis love to keep 
our shares for years and pass 

them to our dikra-na-dikra and 
dikris. 

We must be the only 
conservative Community to 
plan for future and like to 
be remembered by the next 
generation for leaving the 
“dallo” so to speak !  

And the best way to do it is 
to invest in shares too and not 
just in your banks and F.D.s. 

Thanks, 
Mehernosh,
Dadar.

Don’t be surprised if he 
walks past you and goes by 
unnoticed. Besides his 
humility and lovable 
character this 43 year 
old person oversees 
HDFC Mutual Fund 
asset worth over 
Rs 92,000 Crores. 
He heads HDFC 
Mutual Fund.

Mr Prashant 
Jain is armed with 
a CFA degree, a 
management degree 
from IIM-Bangalore 
and an Engineering 
degree from IIT- Kanpur. 
He is the biggest and 
undoubtedly one of the best 

fund managers in the country.
Last week we had the 

opportunity of meeting Mr 
Prashant Jain, Executive 
Director & Chief Investment 

Fund. He is the most sought 
after fund manager in India , 
I call him Aapro Indian Warren 
Buffet. A simple man to the 
core, he is armed with over 
20 years of experience in fund 
management and research in 
Mutual Fund Industry. His 
calls on the market has paid of 
Investors plenty of time over 
the last decade. 

As an investment 
consultant, it is my endeavour 
to keep investors abreast with 
our economy and markets. To 

ensure that reading these 
reports avoid taking 

much of your time, I 
make it a point that 
they are brief and 
concise. 

attached an excerpt 
which translates 
Mr Prashant Jain’s 
views on Indian 

market and where we 
are heading.

1. India’s economy 
in 2001 was worth $485 

Billion and now it’s worth 
$1.7 Trillion.

Parsi Paisa
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The Following is an excerpt from
“101 Ways To Advertise Your Business”.

DON’T UNDERESTIMATE
THE POWER OF THE 

CLASSIFIEDS

CHAPTER 11

I value of advertising in 

the newspaper. By this I don’t 
mean the small advertisements 
in the ‘for sale’ section of 

contain public notices and 
tender options. For example, 
people reading public notices 
are generally interested in 

what is going on in a particular 
city.

There is a lot of information 
about new projects and events 
that can be gleaned from this 
section of the paper. It is also 
an excellent area to educate 
people about your business’s 
products and services. 

My company prepares a lot 
of tenders for other businesses. 
By advertising our services 
in the ‘tender’ section of the 

business from organisations 
that want help preparing 
their tender documents to win 
projects.

A lot of people read 
the various sections of the 

inexpensive advertising option 
for many kinds of businesses. 
Have a glance through your 
local newspaper to see if there 
are advertising opportunities 
for your business to attract 
new customers from the 

ADVERTISING IN NEWSPAPERSHEAR IT FROM THE GURU...

CONTD. on Pg. No. 16

FROM OUR READER



In general, the less time 
blow-drying takes, the less 
damage you are exposing 

your hair to. How you 
position the blow dryer can 
have a dramatic effect on your 
hair. Holding the blow dryer 
too close exposes hair to much 
more intense heat. To reduce 
the damage caused by such 
exposure make sure to hold 
the blow dryer at least six to 
eight inches away from your 
hair. It’s also important to 
hold the blow dryer so that the 

doing so keeps the hair cuticle 
smooth, which makes hair 
shinier and more manageable.

Sectioning your hair 
will ensure that you are not 
causing damage by over-
drying certain parts of the 
hair and will shorten your 

styling routine. To use this 
technique divide the hair at 
about the level of the ears, 

isolate the rest on top of your 
head and clip it away. Dry 

the hair down with a brush if 
you are straightening it. When 
the section is relatively dry, 
unclip the bulk of the hair and 
pull down another section, 
clipping the rest up again. 
Blow-dry the new section over 
the previous section. Repeat 
the process of dividing and 
blow-drying sections until all 
the hair is dry.

divide your locks into large 
sections for faster drying and 

curly hair will require smaller 
sections and more 
drying time.This 
technique works 
best with straight 

straightening curly 
hair, you’ll want 
to dry the hair 
completely.

If you blow-dry 
your hair regularly, 
it is important 
to pamper your 
locks as much as 
possible. A major, 
though often 
overlooked, part of 

hair care is a regular haircut. 
Especially with hair that is 
frequently exposed to heat 
styling, once split ends start, 
they can quickly travel up 
the hair shaft. Untrimmed 
hair will often look bushy or 
frizzy at the ends, ruining an 
otherwise perfect style.

Regular trimmings – every 
two to four weeks for a short 
cut, and every six to eight 
weeks for a longer style – will 
prevent the added damage 
that can be caused by a lack of 
preventative care. In general, 
if you follow the rules of 
conscientious blow-drying 
and keep your hair trimmed, 
moisturized, and otherwise 
well cared for, a little heat 
every day won’t hurt.

Lifestyle
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Anorexia & 

Weight Loss

CONTD. on Pg. No. 16

Anorexia Nervosa eating 
disorder is an endless 
pursuit to becoming 

thin through excessive weight 
loss.

A person suffering from 
anorexia nervosa is so afraid 
of gaining weight that this 
becomes their main focus 
in life, how to keep up the 
weight loss

This is very serious 
and dangerous eating 
disorder and it becomes a 
medical condition when 
the body becomes depleted 
on nutrients, vitamins and 
minerals. Younger girls do 
not get their menstruation 
when they should due to their 
malnutrition health.

Anorexia Nervosa often 
leads to a severe case of 
depression because of the 

their distorted view of 
themselves. Anorexia Nervosa 
does not only effect women 
but men as well however 
the percentage of women 
is higher. In both sexes the 

person totally denies that they 
are thin and more often then 
not keeps repeating that they 
feel fat even when they lost a 

and are already considered 
thin.

A person suffering from 
this disorder often has a fear 
of growing up or taking on 
adult responsibilities in life. 
Compulsive rituals involving 
food and eating are also very 
common. The food is usually 
categorized into good, bad, 
safe and dangerous foods.

Teenagers leaving home 

are facing new responsibilities, 
new environment and new 
rules which can result in the 
onset of an eating disorder 
such as Anorexia Nervosa. If 

becomes a problem teenagers 
might think that the way they 
look is not accepted or ok and 
losing weight will make them 
more popular with their peers.

Ingredients:  Filling:
500 grams boneless chicken/

onions, 2 tablespoons oil, ½ 

chilies, 2 teaspoons ginger 
garlic paste, 1 teaspoon 
garam masala, 1 teaspoon 
jeera powder, 1 teaspoon 
turmeric powder, Salt to 
taste.
Directions: 
Cube the chicken/mutton 
into small pieces. Fry the 
onions in a pressure pan till 
almost brown. Add the last 
seven ingredients. Fry for 
10-15 minutes and pressure-
cook. Remove the lid and 
boil rapidly till the chicken/
mutton is dry. 
Chapatti:

oil, Salt to taste, Water, Oil 
for deep frying. Knead the 

water into a soft dough. 
Divide into 24 balls. Roll into 
thick chapattis. Deep fry each 
chapatti. Do not let it brown. 
Drain

To Assemble:

chopped onion, 1 tablespoon 

tablespoon chopped green 
chilies, ¼ cup lemon juice. 
Place the fried chapatti in 
a non-stick pan on a low 

beaten egg. Turn the chapatti. 
Place the chapatti on a plate 
(egg side up). Put a heaped 

center. Top with a sprinkling 
of the last four ingredients.
Carefully roll the chapatti. 
Place on a baking tray. Just 
before serving, place in a 
moderate oven for 10 minutes.

Frankie

Purveen Dubash is a 
chef with many knives in 
her pretty home kitchen 
cabinet. From TV anchor 
to educator to author she is 
armed with culinary skills 
to put your tummy into 
a hypnotic state. We are 
proud to present to you 
her recipes which have 
the unique distinction of 
being not only simple to 
follow but yummy to taste!

THE FASTEST WAY TO A 
GOOD HEALTHY BLOWDRY

Tushna Mehta
cupboard with the spoils 
of professional styling. 
Tushna Mehta has worked 
with the famous b:blunt 
hair professionals for 
a while and is ready to 
share her knowledge and 
passion for tresses!



This is a time of instant 
messaging and instant 
coffee, so why not 

instant dating? This is just 
the concept for Speed Dating 
introduced by ZING where 
young Parsis can meet 
each other.

 Viraf Mehta 
is a young man 
who is on the 
committee of 
ZING, a committee 
that  offers all its 
members equal 
o p p o r t u n i t y 
to pioneer an  
event! Few 
of the things 
ZING does, 
include – a matrimony portal, 
Events, Social Work, and 
Movie nights. ZING is a youth 
centric organization that 
opens up many options for 
the Parsi boys and girls, to just 
meet and have a ball.

Viraf Mehta and ZING 
have introduced a brand new 
concept called Speed Dating!

Why: In today’s day and 
age, everyone is so busy 
and barely has much time to 
socialize or be out there and 

meet new people. It’s very 
rare that our Parsi youth 
gets to interact with other 
Parsi youth, so ZING along 
with Speed Dating expands 
those horizons! They broaden 
exposure to the community, 
wherein they can meet Parsis 
by themselves and explore 
their options. They also feel 
that there is a large divide 
between the p a r s i s 
from colonies 
and those in 

cosmopolitan 
buildings and this serves to 
bridge that gap too.

How does this work:  All 
the girls are seated and the 
men sit across them for 3 
minutes conversation 
per person and then 
a buzzer sounds and 
the boy moves to the 
next seat and this 
process is repeated 
until everyone has met 
and interacted with 

each other. Also, before they 
attend this session they are 
all given forms that they 

details, ZING maintains 
very strict discretion. Once 
everyone has met they then 
shortlist the people that they 

mutual consent then contact 
details are exchanged, and the 
individual can take it forward 

in the way they like.
Attitudes: 

This is 
NOT about 
m a r r i a g e 

a partner, it 
could always 
lead to that but 
this is strictly 

based on personal 
choice. This event 
is more about just 
meeting people 
and discovering 
people on the 
same wavelength, 
it could also be 

pursued as a friendship. There 
have been people who have 
met and are dating now and 
also those that have developed 
into beautiful friendships, it is 

YOUR choice.
Z I N G 

maintains a 
very strict 
policy on 
those that just 
come there 
with wrong 
intentions, or 
misbehave or 
speak crudely 

in any way….these people 
are asked to leave! They do 
however claim that they have 
not had any problem of this 
sort even once.

What should you bring?: 
Viraf says that just come to 
have a good time, and he 
says most importantly “be 
yourself” as in the long run 
that is the only thing that 
sustains. 

Binaifer Sahukar has an MSC in 
Psychology and MSW from the 
Tata Institute of Social Sciences 

where she specialized in Family and 
Child Welfare, and is currently the 
counselor for J.B.Vacha school. She 
also conducts workshops for schools, 
colleges and corporates and absolutely 
loves what she does.

Q. What is your opinion on the speed 
dating culture introduced to young Parsis?

approach. At the same time I think one cant base a lifetime 

breaking new approach to meeting someone.
Q. What advice would you give to those speed dating for the 

Treat the experience as a great platform to meet like-
minded individuals as on a regular basis you hardly get to 
meet each other, stay relaxed as it is an easy environment. 
The group dynamics of such a setting can play an advantage 
so just be yourself and do not be embarrassed. Today with 
our time constraints everything is instant, instant coffee…
instant messaging….so why not dating too? It starts as a quick 
process but if it clicks or there is a spark it could always lead to 
something lasting over time.
Q. Are there any dangers in your opinion? 

None whatsoever, Speed dating is like a short blind date. I 

it are responsible adults who can take care of themselves. 

you is the youth getting wrong?
I look all around me and today the Stress tolerance is so 

low, couples just don’t want to adjust with each other, and 
most women today are so independent that they don’t want 

over possessiveness are common Relationship killers. These 

sustaining long term. You need to understand that adjustment 

important to set boundaries and have space as individuals for 
self realization. Something very simple but most essential is 
communication, speak out about what matters, address core 
issues and you will save a lot of time and trouble.
Q. Essentially what should one look for according to you 

 
What matters much more than anything is Compatiblity, 

if you meet someone at the same wavelength, with similar 
values…… someone that you can laugh and connect with, these 

attributes go a long way. All the physical 

some point but this is for the long haul.

I really don’t like this restaurant that much, but I 
wanted to use this 2-for-1 coupon before it expired.
I never said you NEED a nose job. I just said it wouldn’t 
hurt to consider it.
Could you excuse me? My cat gets lonely if he doesn’t hear 
my voice on the answering machine every hour.
It’s been tough, but I’ve come to accept that most people I 
date just won’t be as smart as I am.
My last name is Bin Laden. Sound familiar?”
Sorry about the cough, but don’t worry, the doctor says its 

“So I just got out of rehab.”
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THE RUSHED RUSH OF LOVE

 So you’ve worked hard and focused on your personal growth, only to find that while you were collecting stuff for yourself, you missed the youthful boat of love 
and the promise of partnership along the way. Fret not! You are probably in a good position to know exactly what you want out of life now and with a little push you 
can just jump in and find the right person to share it with. 
 Speed Dating is the art of letting go of age old misconceptions, the art of trying to find 10 things to say in ten seconds, the art of hiding nervousness and faking 
strength and the art of having hope that in spite all of this madness… you might find the one! 
 Parsi Times peeps into the room of the serial speed dating specialists ZYNG and gets a session from Counselor Binaifer Sahukar about the speedy way to happiness. 

Contd. on Page 17
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Who: DJ Mars was born and raised in Mumbai, 
with music as his passion and a great fellow DJ 
Ryan Beck as his brother his affair with music 
began. Marzbaaans backbone are his mother, a 
ballet teacher, and loving sister who is a make-
up artist. This young and talented DJ 
was a resident at 2 of Mumbais favorite 
hotspots Shiro and The Hard Rock 
Café.

Favourite Genre: A progressive 
trance lover, some favourite artists 
include- Armin Van Buuren, DJ 
Tiesto, David Guetta , Robert sanchez, 
Paul van Dyke. 

Favourite Party Destination: DJ 

with very chilled out parties, he 
also likes 2 nightclubs Coco Bongo 
and Pebbles in Bangalore!

Currently listening to:  Progressive 

house- Moto Blanco new remix for Adelles “Set 

Favorite track of all times: Armin van Buuren 
feat. Sophie Ellis Bextor - Not Giving Up On 

Love (Dash Berlin 4AM Mix)
Music is: A very happy vibe that takes over you 

Best part of being a DJ: The touring and 
meet loads of beautiful and fun people. It’s 
a great feeling when people you don’t know 
come upto u and recognize you and love your 
music. 

Worst part of being a DJ: The silly song 
requests especially when they just  don’t go 
with the mood.

If you weren’t a DJ you’d be:  A Flight 
Pursor, that’s what my father wanted too.
Message to PT Readers:  Be yourself! 

Experiment with music, love music and just 
go for it! 

Q. Mamaiji, my friend Radhika was asking 
me about what my Sudra and Kusti are and I didn’t 
know how to describe them to her. Tell me what to 
say Mamaiji, when my friends ask me...
A. Its simple Dikri, the Sudra you wear since 
your Navjote is made of white muslin cloth and the 
pocket you have at the neck is the Kisseh-Kerfek, the 
pocket of Good Deeds. The pocket is only one square 
inch but it means that even if we do one square inch of 
good, we must offer it to Ahura Mazda every night when 
we say our Prayers. You will see that all Sudras are white 
because white is the colour of Purity. Another name for 
your Sudra is Vohu Manik Vastra, or Garment of Good 

Deeds but we hardly refer to it by the name.
Dikri, the Kusti is a sacred thread, woven from 72 threads of sheep’s wool. The 72 threads stand for the 72 
chapters of the Yasna, the most important book of the Avesta. 
Dikri, the Sudra and Kusti are our badges which show that we are true followers of Ahura Mazda. I always 
feel closer to God and happier after I say my Kusti Prayers and someday you will also understand that 
feeling. 
It is always good to know and respect those around you and their beliefs and it was nice of Radhika to ask 
you and try to understand. I hope you are able to explain the story of the Sudra Kusti to her well. 
Chalo, let us go and say our prayers. Remember to offer God your Good Deeds inside your Kisseh-Kerfek 
tonight and to tell Radhika about your Sudra Kusti tomorrow! 

Sound Bytes with

“All prayers are answered 
if  we are willing to admit 

that sometimes the answer is “no”.

“Prayer is the key to Heaven, 
but faith unlocks the door.”

“Do not pray for easy lives. 
Pray to be stronger men! 

Do not pray for tasks equal to your powers. 
Pray for power equal to your tasks.”



1. Can you tell us a little bit 
about your background in 
the glamour world?
 I would say that it was 
fate that brought me into 
the glamour world. It was 
not something which I had 
meticulously planned for. 
It just happened. It was a 
lot like I was destined to do 
everything that I did. At the 
time I was waiting for my 
TY results and a modelling 
agency came up to me with 
an offer. But even then I was 
a little unsure about it. I was 
always interested in ramp 
modelling. Later, in 2005 I 
entered the Ms. India contest 
and only after that I took up 
full time modelling
2. What assignments are you 
currently doing?
 After I did Ms. India, Air 
India came up to me with a job 

batch of Ms. Indias who were 
handpicked by the airline with 
the intention of changing the 
face of Air India. We represent 
Air India at different events, 
gatherings, social dos etc. 

participants from Ms. India 
were selected by Air India for 
a total face lift. It was a great 
experience! Today I train 
and groom young girls 
who want to take 
up modelling as a 
profession. I’m 
b r a n c h i n g 
out into a lot 
of different 
things. I 
want to 
d o 

something different, 
always have. 
Presently I’m still 
working with Air 
India. There are two 
reasons behind it. 
Firstly I love my 
job and secondly 
I get to travel a 
lot which has 
always been 
my passion. 
So that’s 
a plus I 
guess!:)
3.  The 
w o r l d 
o f 
f a s h -
ion is 
c o n -
s i d -
e r e d 
to be 
r u t h -
l e s s . 
W e r e 
y o u 
a p p r e -
h e n s i v e 
b e - fore 
plunging in?
 Initially there was a little 
hesitation, yes. But I always 
wanted to see the world, travel 
and explore new horizons, you 

know? However, 
I think that 

the most 
i m p o r t a n t 

thing was 
that I was 
a l w a y s 
h o n e s t 
with my 
p a r e n t s . 
A l w a y s . 
I always 
told them 

w h e r e 
I was 

going, where I was and they 
knew whom I hung out 

with. There were not 
and there aren’t any lies 
between us. I believe 
that it helped me a lot. Of 
course in the beginning 

they were scared and 
apprehensive as 

we didn’t have 
anyone in our 

family who 
had done 

something 
like this 

b e f o r e . 
T h e r e 
are so 
many 

f r i g h t e n i n g 
things you hear 

and read. 
But they also 

me. That helped me a lot to 
sail through whatever I was 
doing smoothly. I have to say 
that I have learned that you 
don’t take everything and 
everyone on face value. You 
must be curious and question 
things. I can also safely say 
that today these risks exist 
not only in the entertainment 
world but are present in each 
and every profession. They 
are all pervading. It’s a kind 

of prejudice and a stereotyped 
attitude that compels us 
to think that things in the 
glamour world are always 
dicey. Today, modelling has 
become very accessible to the 
young crowd. It’s a big bad 
world out there so we have 
to be tough! I have travelled 
a lot, experienced different 
things so now I feel that 
modelling is nothing 
compared to it! You have 
to be there to know it!
4. Did you always 
want to work in 
the entertainment 
industry?
 Not really. I 
always thought that I 
would study ahead and 
go abroad. I wanted to do 
fashion journalism. But I 
think that secretly I always 
wanted to do something in 
the entertainment industry. 
And here I am! You can say 
that it was my secret wish.
5. Do you have any 
Bollywood aspiration?
 Yes of course! I would 

working in Bollywood. I 
think that Bollywood has 
changed drastically since it’s 
inception. If a well meaning 
script comes my way then 
why  not?
6. What’s the best advice 
anyone has ever given 
you?
 Someone once told 
me that irrespective 
of anything you must 
do your best. Be a positive 
person. It’s ok to ask, to be 
questioning. 
And only then leave the rest 
to God. It has been my belief 
that miracles do happen 
but one must put a true 
effort in whatever he or she 
undertakes. If 100 people 
have been unsuccessful at 
something that doesn’t mean 
that you should lose hope. 
You could be that 101th 
successful person.
7. What’s the best 
compliment anyone has ever 
given you? 
 That’s a tough one! 
Hmm...I guess it was 
something someone told me 
when I was in Saudi Arabia. 
I was wearing an Abaya and 
only my eyes and hands were 
seen. There was a little boy 

with his sister there whom I 
noticed was staring at me. So I 
asked them about themselves 
and each started nudging the 
other to speak. Finally the 
little boy told me that I was 
so pretty looking only at my 
eyes! I found that really sweet 
and endearing.
8. Whom do you consider as 
your inspiration?
I respect and look up to JRD 
Tata and his family a lot.

A MODEL STORY!
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A MODEL STORY!
Interesting and friendly are only some of the many adjectives 
that come to mind when one talks about  
Hufriya Bhiwandiwala - a girl who is not afraid to follow her 
dreams, a girl you would like to have as your guide and friend. 
The girl with many interests, in a freewheeling chat with  
Parsi Times

FACT FILE
 Miss Country Club,   
 2004

 
 Coast Guard Queen  
 pageant, 2004

 
 winner 

 
 Miss India 2005

 
 see new places
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Q. Tell us a little bit about yourself 
(Introduction)
A. Oh Iam a typical Parsi colony 
product. Middle class upbringing 
with middle class values ! Fond of fun, 
games and making merry. My interest 
are quite varied – sports, music, travel 
& of course good food! I’d be only half 
a bawa without that.
Q. When and how did you decide that 
you want to pursue photography?
A. As far back as I can remember, it 
started sometime in my school days. 
We had an old Pentax TTL(through 

& experiment with it. An expensive 
hobby those days with 

developing 
/printing from my 
p o c k e t expense. 
I t s l o w l y 
g r e w on me 
a n d now I 
strongly 

believe if one can make a hobby into 
a source of income, you don’t work 
for a single day in your life. A hobby 

& pleasure. Besides, if you do what 

percent.
Q. What do you enjoy most 
photographing? 
A. People. They can be a most 
fascinating & wide spectrum for a 

in the eyes, the texture of skin, the 
wrinkles of an old person – all can 
give a tremendous insight. Even 
the folds of skin on the hand could 
tell a lot about a persons work & 
profession.
Q. Are you a self taught 
photographer or did you have a 
mentor that showed you the ropes?
A. I started off as a hobbyist 
photographer. Post my graduation I 

was a calling too strong to ignore. I did 
a 2 years diploma in photography & 
digital imaging and then spent another 
couple of years assisting Prasad Naik, 
one of India’s leading photographer. 
These 2 years saw my growth as a 

photographer and honed my skills.
Q. Do you think there is such a thing 
as someone really having a “natural 
eye” for photography Or can anybody 
work on it?
A. I do believe a basic “natural eye” 
is essential. One could then build on it 

& polish it with work and experience. 
You do need a basic inborn ability to 
“see” colours, texture, nuances of light, 
composition & so on. Its not what you 
look at – its what you see! One must see 
and visualize in your minds eye before 
you could capture it as a photograph. 

It makes all the difference between a 
snapshot & a photograph.
Q. Do you believe in the expression 
“A picture is worth a 1,000 words”? 
Which picture of yours makes you 
feel that way and whats the story 
behind it. 
A. Well, a few pictures could be worth 

are worth a million words! 
The accompanying photograph 
instantly sets one thinking of so many 
facts : the old man’s tough life as 

attested by the wrinkles, the blunt 

hard work, the inadvertent 
positioning of the index & 

smoker? 
I had shot this as a candid 
picture some years ago in 
my amateur days at Worli-
Koliwada roadside. I was 
fascinated by this old man at 
the side of the road probably 

pensively contemplating on 
his years gone by.

Q. What makes a good 
photographer in your opinion? 

A. In essence, a basic natural 
creativity & ability to visualize a picture 
before it is shot is necessary. Otherwise, 
different types of photography need 
varied different talents. Like a press 
photographer needs speed, a sports 
photographer needs anticipation 
to capture the moment, a portrait 
photographer needs to understand the 
play of light, texture etc.
Q. In your opinion, what makes 

photography an art?
A. Just like any creative 
form of expression, 
photography too depends 
most on human creativity. 
It’s an individual’s ability to express 
his creativity & visualization in 

his art form which converts a 
mundane ordinary creation into 
a piece of art. The most state-of-
art equipment cannot give you 
a photograph which a creative 
photographer can produce with 
an old box camera. 
Q. Which one item of equipment 
would you say is the most 
important to you
A. The answer to the previous 
question almost answers this one 
as well. 
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Farzan Randelia has passion for the 
camera and puts deep thought into his work.  
Parsi Times makes a snap judgement...
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‘v$dc|jZ A¡hp¡X®$“p rhS>¡sp A“¡ 
ap¡V$p¡N°pauL$ hëX®$“p v$pv$udp A¡hp 
lp¡dpe ìepfphpgp A¡d“p DÐL©$ô$ 

ap¡V$p¡N°pak“p A¡L$rkrbi“ dpV¡$ 5du du A¡ 
b¢Ágp¡f Aphu füp R>¡. “¡i“g N¡g¡fu Ap¡a 
dp¡X®$“ ApV®$“p AgL$pTu apDÞX¡$i“ kpv$f L$fu 
füp R>¡ lp¡dpe ìepfphpgp“y„ b¡ drl“p“y gp„by 
âv$i®“.

A¡d“p¡ S>Þd 1913dp„ ‘pfku a¡dugudp„ 
’ep¡ lsp¡. 1942dp„ A¡ qv$ëlu S>sp füp 
Ðep„ A¡ rb°V$ui CÞap¡d£i“ krh®kdp„ “p¡L$fu 

L$fsp lsp cpfs âÅkÑpL$ dpV¡$ 
S>¡V$gp ‘Z L$pe®¾$dp¡ lsp A¡d“p 
ap¡V$p ‘pX$hp“y„ L$pd lp¡dpe ìepfphpgp 
L$fsp lsp.

‘yê$jâ^p“ v$¡idp„ A¡dZ¡ OZp 
ky„v$f ‘mp¡“¡ L„$X$pep® lsp ‘p¡sp“p 
L¡$d¡fpdp.... A¡ hMs¡ Äepf¡ cpfs 
v$¡i ApTpv$ ’C füp¡ lsp¡. A¡ R>¡‰p 
‘mp¡ rbqV$i fpÄe Äepf¡ kdpá 
’hp“u s¥epfudp„ lsy„. A¡d“¡ A¡ 
‘mp¡ ‘p¡sp“p L¡$d¡fpdp„ L¡$v$ L$ep® S>epf¡ 
cpfs“p cpNgp ‘X$u füp lsp. 
cpfs“p Crslpk“p ‘mp¡ S>epf¡ 3Æ 

S|>“¡ cpfs A“¡ ‘pqL$õsp“ Sy>v$p ‘X$u füp 
lsp. dpDÞV$ b¡V$“ S>epf¡ cpfs R>p¡X$u S>C 
füp lsp.... S>epf¡ Np„^uÆ“p dfZ hMs“p 
ap¡V$pAp¡... s¡dS> “¡lê$ A“¡ gpgblpvy$f 
ip”u Äepf¡ dfZ ‘pçep lsp. A“¡ Mpk 
‘mp¡ S>hplfgpg “¡lê$ Äepf¡ cpfs“p ‘l¡gp 
hX$pâ^p“ bÞep lsp. fpS>L$pfZ“p ap¡V$pAp¡ 
L$fsp 1940“y„ dy„bC il¡f s¡dS> 1950’u 
1960“y„ qv$ëlu il¡fA¡ M$pk ApL$j®Z li¡ 
A¡d“p b¢Ágp¡f“p A¡[¼kbi“dp„... 

lp¡dpe ìepfphpgp“p Ap âv$i®“dp„ A¡d“p 
276 ap¡V$pAp¡ Ap¡fuÆ“g kuëhfu rS>g¡V$u“ 
râÞV$ li¡ s¡dS> L¡$V$gp râÞV$ A¡dZ¡ ‘p¡s¡S> 
L$ep® lsp.

rdk lp¡dpe ìepfphpgpA¡ A¡d“p b^pS> 
ap¡V$p A¡d“p S|>“p L¡$d¡fp ’u [¼gL$ L$ep® lsp. 
S>¡ ApCrhV$“¡k 
lsp A¡L$ kv$u“p. 
A¡d“¡ gpCaV$pCd 
A r Q h d ¡ Þ V $ 
A ¡ h p ¡ X ® $ ’ u 
“hpS>hpdp„ Apìep 
lsp. lp¡dpe ìep-
fphpgpA¡ A¡d“p 
b^pS> L$g¡L$i“ 
A¡d“u râÞV$ A¡d“u 
“¡N¡qV$ìl L¡$d¡fp A“¡ 
A¡d“u epv$Npf hõsy-
Ap¡ A¡dZ¡ 
A g L $ p Æ 
apDÞX¡$i“ Ap¡a ApV®$“¡ 
ky‘fs L$fu lsu. A¡d“¡ 
L$f¡gu 33 hj®“u dl¡“s 
A¡dZ¡ ‘p¡sp“p¡ ¼¡d¡fp¡ lh¡ d|L$u 
v$u^p¡ R>¡.

A¡d“p ap¡V$p¡N°pak S> A¡hp R>¡ S>¡ ‘p¡s¡ 
S> ‘p¡sp“u L$lp“u L$lu füp R>¡ A“¡ 
Aphsu “hu ‘¡Y$u“¡ S|>“p¡ Crslpk 
L$lu füp R>¡. 

A¡d“p ap¡V$p¡N°pak 
A¡hp R>¡ L¡$ A¡d“p dpV¡$ 
L„$C gMhp“u S>ê$fs 
“’u. A¡ ap¡V$p¡N°pak S> 
ÅZ¡ Ap‘Z“¡ rhs¡gp  
cpfs âÅkÑpL$“p  
Crslpk“u ÅZ¡ L$lp“u 
“p L$l¡sp lp¡e.....A¡d“p 
ap¡V$p¡k fpô²$“p ârsL$ b“u 
Nep R>¡.

A¡ lqL$L$s R>¡ L¡$ A¡ kde 
sL$gua“p¡ kde lsp¡ ‘Z Ap kde 

Apip A“¡ bv$gph lhpdp„ lsp. A¡dZ¡ A¡ 
hMsdp„ A¡hp ap¡V$p ‘pX$ep S>¡ S>ê$fu lsp. 
‘p¡sp ‘f L$pby fpMu hpv$rhhpv$ kS>£ A¡hp ap¡V$p 
‘pX$ep “l] lsp. S>¡ s¡Ap¡ L$fu iL$sp lsp. A¡ 
hMsdp„ “¡lê$re““p k‘“p lQdQu Nep lsp 
A“¡ lp¡dpe A¡ kdÆ “p iL$ep lsp. buÅ 
ap¡V$p¡N°pafp¡ Äepf¡ sL$ T„‘gphhp s¥epf lsp 
Ðepf¡ lp¡dpe¡ A¡d“p¡ L¡$d¡fp¡ d|L$u v$u^p¡ lsp¡. 

Ðepf¡ A¡L$ “hy„ rhð s¥epf ’C füy„ lsy„ S>¡ 
lp¡dpe Ap¡mMu “p iL$ep.

duk kbu“p L$l¡R>¡ L¡$ ApS>¡ S>¡ 
âv$i®“ L$fu füp R>¡ S>¡ dpfp 13 
hj®“u dl¡“s R>¡ ‘l¡gp rhQpey® 
L¡$ A¡L$ qaëd S> b“phuA¡ ‘R>u 

“L$L$u L$ey® L¡$ A¡L$ ‘yõsL$ R>p‘uA¡ 
A“¡ R>¡‰¡ A hõsyA¡ 

A¡L$ âv$i®“““y„ ê$‘ 
gu^y„ R>¡.d¡ A¡d“p 

A¡hp ap¡V$p¡k 
gu^p R>¡ S>¡ 

A p ‘ Z “ ¡ 
r h s ¡ g p 

Crslpk“u kl¡g 
L$fph¡.

ìepfphpgp A¡L$ 
kpv$y A“¡ kfm Æh“ 

Æìep lsp A“¡ S|>“p 
Crslpk“pA¡ ‘mp¡A¡ A¡d“¡ 

kpvy$ Æh“ Æhhp“u â¡fZp 
Ap‘u lsu. 

98 hj®“p lp¡dpe ìepfphpgp 
rlÞvy$õsp““p ‘l¡gp drlgp â¡k ap¡V$p¡ N°paf
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DEAR ADVERTISER,

Being Parsi has always been about Heritage. 
We are the collectors of old furniture, well 
used automotives, our houses are odes to a 
forgotten time and we collect relics that tell 
stories of a community over the centuries. Af-
ter all those were truly times when the Parsi 
Community of India was in its element. 
Yes, it all sounds very romantic and poetic but 
the time has come we believe for a new ad-
dition to our treasure troves. Not voices that 
are just echoes of the past but voices that be-
gin today and become the echoes of the future 
Parsi. Something that is fresh, a new take and 
a new perspective. A look at what is around 
us now and not a peek into old albums and 
dusty frames! 
The yearning for the face of Today’s Parsi 

was born that day. Our set of pages quickly 
became the new forum for encouraging the 
Community to look at everything on the table 

with a fresh perspective.  
The Young have never had a voice till our 
Young and Free
Recipes for the quick Kitchen Maestro have 
never been cut out and stuck on the fridge till 

-
ing individuals have not been celebrated like 
we have begun celebrating them. 
No one has ever been able to explain Religion 
in understandable and engaging terms like 
Dear Mamaiji 
Or been able to give fashion tips like the 
young Parsi trend-setter Tushna. 
It is no wonder that Parsis everywhere are 
welcoming Parsi Times like a breathe of fresh 
air. 
Not one to be biased by issues, not one to be 
bogged down into conversations we did not 
start, Parsi Times encourages happy thoughts, 
positive energy and the celebration of truth 
and love for God and Mankind.  
We publish all Parsi news and introduce Par-

sis across the world to their brethren making 
our Community an easier one to understand 
and celebrate in unity. 
As a new venture we reach out to you to join 
hands with us on this journey we have under-
taken with pride. As a medium of advertising 
we can offer you: 

Excellent rates
Good and vast distribution 
Good quality and colour 
Excellent discount offers 
Priority placement alongside the content 
of interest to your readers

Ours is a Community steeped in Heritage. 
We tend to dwell on the past and forget the 
present. Yet if you look around you will see 
interesting stories, motivating personalities, 
deeply beautiful Religious gestures and a gen-
eration being brought up on respect and love. 
These are indeed ‘Parsi Times’ and we are 

here to celebrate them!

FULL PAGE
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       Freyan

Hi Phili! Thanks for the interview. 
Please tell us a little bit about 

part of the WZCCI?
I did my Chemical Engineering 

at University of Technology, 
Loughbourough UK.

When I came back home I joined 
BARC and then after a year Union 
Carbide where I worked for about 
18 years, till 1978. At the time I was 
working on a project for the company 
which was suddenly abandoned as 
the focus shifted elsewhere.  I had a 
lot of faith in that project and so I was 
disappointed. At about the same time 
a customer of mine was urging me to 
start off on my own. I thought it was 
the perfect opportunity and in 1981 we 
started Ecoplast Pvt. Ltd and I was the 
Promoter, Director and then 
MD and Chairman. Today our 
company has a turnover of 
66 Crores and a client list that 
is the envy of the industry. 
We make the inner lining of 
Tetrapak that comes in contact 
with the products Tetrapak is 

d t k W ld

of the company.
I am part of the Governing Council 

of Indian Centre for Plastics in the 
Environment, a knowledge body on 
plastics which is acknowledged by the 
Ministry of Environment and Forests 
of India.

I have been a member of WZCC 
for several years. I joined the Mumbai 
Chapter after I retired in 2008.

Mine is a story of entrepreneurship 
and I want  to share my knowledge 
and experiences with young Parsis.

When I joined the WZCC, a 
handful of industry leaders in the 
community contributed and we sent 
20 Parsi candidates to the highly 
acclaimed Entrepreneur Development 
Institute Ahmedabad.
The EDP Programme has caught our 
eye! What prompted you all to hold 
such a programme?  

The basic aim of the EDP is to 
revive and nurture the spirit of 
Entrepreneurship amongst the 
community. We don’t really have 
statistics to show that it’s going down 

thing to do.
Simply put, we are trying to create 

an eco-system for the development of 
entrepreneurship where participants 
can gain knowledge, practice and 
leads for starting off on their own.

Just like any business starts from 
scratch and climbs with perseverance, 
our programme started as a small 
Business Plan Competition and has 
grown into a forum for our Parsi 

entrepreneur hopefuls to interact with 
some of the best minds in the business 
world.

We have done the EDP for 2 years 
now in 2009 and 2010 and we have 
another programme coming up in July 
this year.

Anyone can have a great idea, 
but it takes a lot more than luck to 
convert that into a sale-able business 
venture. Over two weekends we 
present an EDP batch with the minds 
and methods of an impressive panel 

sales, HR and so many others and 
then we ask them to create a business 
plan. The plan is then presented to a 
panel consisting of Cyrus Bhagwadia, 
CEO of Essel Propak, Adi Siganporia, 
Chief internal Auditor of TATA 
Power, Zeree Jehanjgirji, Consultant in 
HR , Yezdi Tantra Technical Director 
for the International board of WZCC

It goes back and forth thrice with 
our suggestions and corrections till the 
candidate is able to give the perfect 
presentation of his / her dream!
Getting the young entrepreneurs to 
the economic forefront of the country 
is such an important task! How do 

Most people only think about 
service.  We want to inform them that 
entrepreneurship is also an avenue of 
growth and arm them with the ideas 
and abilities of being an entrepreneur.

The value of entrepreneurship 
is immense. In the USA today 
entrepreneurship is creating the 

highest number of jobs 
available.

Apart from the 

your own boss and 
living life on your own 

family and economic 
it ti

can give you for anything are related 
to how I have come across things in 
my business life.  One of the qualities 
I have found is that our community 
has a great reputation. When you 
go and meet customers,  if you can 
communicate well they believe Parsis 
have integrity in their dealings. This 
reputation is very valuable.

For some reason Parsis are able to 
acclimatize and adapt to environments 
very easily. When I was studying 
abroad I often found that it was easier 
for Parsi students like me to interact 
with the locals there and assimilate 
western cultures and habits into 
our stride than it was for the rest of 
the Indian clan who only interacted 
amongst themselves. With our 
cosmopolitan approach we tend to get 
along with everyone.

We are planning to feature 
WZCCI Entrepreneurs in the Parsi 
Times so that we can reach out and 
tell our readers that anything is 
possible! What do you think about 
that!

I think that is a super idea. I’m 
going to give you a list of people I 
think you should meet!
When you see the young minds 

what do you feel? Have any personal 
t i f h d k d

Within the Parsi Community certain people have tran-
scended from being good human beings into excellent 
entrepreneurs known to the global community. Their 
beacons shine with the power of  hard work and mo-
tivation coupled with generosity and common sense. 
We have always been so proud of  them and identify 
ourselves as people of  the same background. So many 
times we hear people say…. Oh you are Parsi! Just like 
JRD Tata! We smile and emphatically nod!
Yes! We have been given so many names to be proud 
of! There are Parsis who have inculcated the value and 
bounty of  hard work into generations and Parsis who 

have spread their knowledge and passion for the life 
with the country and the community at large.
The time has come to add our own names to that il-
lustrious list. To create new dynasties built on the foun-
dations of  Good Thoughts, Good Words and Good 
Deeds.
An organization that understands this value is the 
World Zarathushti Chamber of  Commerce. 
The WZCC was launched on December 29, 2000 as 
part of  the legacy project of  the Seventh World Zoro-
astrian Congress. Their Indian Chapter is the WZCCI 
and is lead by Cyrus Bagwadia.

-
ries of  motivation and success. Each and every page 
of  the WZCCI diary is a treasure trove of  such stories. 
Filled with people who pooled their resources together 
to create an ocean of  opportunity, the WZCCI holds 
seminars, lists useful information and guides Parsis to 
a better life built on the grounds of  entrepreneurship 
and hard work.
We got a chance to pass the mike to Phili (Phiroz) Kha-
ras, head of  the Mumbai Chapter of  the WZCCI and 
here he tells us a little bit about the spirit, skill sets and 
agenda of  the motivating and energetic WZCCI.

THE ENTERPRISE OF ENTERPRISE
SATURDAY, JUNE 11, 2011
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Inspirations... of a real kind

What was early life like for you? 
I was born in Surat and my 
early schooling was at St Xaviers 
School, Surat. I joined the Dadar 
Athornan Madressa,Mumbai in 
1971 for my religious studies. 
Therein, my career was successfully 
moulded under the guidance of 
late Ervad Rustomji Panthaki and 
I had great inspirational teachers, 
a few of whom are late Mr. Phiroze 

Mogal, my tution teacher, late 
Ervad Hormuzji Jijina and the late 
Ervad Burjor Panthaki as bhantar 
teachers . 
My regular schooling was from 
DPYA High School,Mumbai 
where I completed my SSC  
and then proceeded onto 
HR College of Commerce & 
Economics,Mumbai. 
I was ordained Navar/Martab 
in 1975-76 and performed 
boi ceremonies regularly at 
IRANSHAH, Udvada. After the 
sad demise of my late father 
Dasturji Kaikobad Dastoor, I  
was ordained as Head Priest of 
IRANSHAH by Udvada Samast 
and Athornan Anjuman on 

January 27 2002. 
Tell us about your immediate 
family? 
I am married to my lovely and 
supportive wife Havovi and 
together we have three young 
children, Parinaz (age 12), Shanaya 
(age 8) and Daraius (age 5) who 
study at the J.B. Petit Girls School 
& Cathedral & John Connon 
School respectively in Mumbai. 

I shuttle between Mumbai to be 
with my dear family and Udvada, 
to look after my priesthood duties 
as well as the management of 
Udvada Anjuman. 
Udvada is such a significant 
religious destination for all of us. 
What do you think when you see 
the families and young children 
coming there to pray and ask for 
blessings? 
It is a mixed feeling. On one hand, 
I see the well dressed and well 
behaved children and  am filled 
with pride by their respect towards 
our religion. On the other hand, it 
greatly disturbs me to see a lack of 
general manners and disrespect 
in a lot of matured brethren who 

CANDID AND COMMUNITY MATTERS
with Dasturji Khurshed Dastoor 

Kaikobad Dastoor, our High 
Priest ‘Iranshah’, Udvada.

Shouting from rooftops about your faith 
does not make you a Parsi any more or less

“My lovely and supportive wife Havovi.”

Moving from Merchant 
Navy to the world of 
glamour? How did that 

shift happen?
I joined the Merchant Navy in 1999 
as a deck cadet completing deck 

2004. I was really lucky to have a 
family that encouraged me in all 
sorts of extra circular activities right 
from school. So even during breaks 
between contracts I would indulge 
in all sorts of things like learning 

During one of my breaks between 

Minocher nudged me to participate 

which I did apply for and got selected 
as well but chose not to participate as 
I had to go back on ship to complete 

and since I was in Mumbai for my 
rank exams on returning from my 

India 2005. I got selected for it and 

into the world of glamour.
What are your Bollywood dreams?

or television. What is  important is 
that I act. I want to act. Everything 
else is secondary. At this point I am 

can see good things coming my way. 
If Bollywood happens along the way 
its great but what is essential is good 
quality work. I just want to keep on 

work .
Models are looked upon as beauty 

without brains. What do you think?
That’s a totally unfair statement. 
Everyone tries to make the best out 
of what they have. We all try to do 
our best. EQ and IQ are relevant to 
environment. Its a really prejudiced 
view.
As a model looks are of prime 
importance. How important are 
beauty and looks for you personally?
Looks are great to have but they can 
carry you only a certain distance. 
It can be an added bonus but not 
your core strength. Personality and 
charisma matter the most.
According to you where does your 
sex appeal lie?
My ability to cook. I can make great 
tea!
Your mantra for life is, ‘my attitude 
decides my altitude’. Can you 
elaborate?
It was ingrained in me by my brother. 
I have always believed that its your 
own doing that decides where you 
land in life. Everything depends on 

perspective. You cant wait for things 
to happen. You have to make it 
happen.
You have said that before you set 

more important to know ‘what’ love 
truly is and that mostly happens 
when you know yourself. So what 
love truly is?
When I was just out of my teens I had 
a very clear perception about love. Or 

that love is present in many forms 
all around us. Love is a feeling for 
someone without any need attached 
to it. Unconditional love is very rare. 

of yourself. It can be anything then. 
Its rightly said that the more you 
know the more you know that you 
don’t know. I don’t know what is 
love but I can sense it when I come 
across it.
You have a lot of female fan 
following. Is it embarrassing at 
times to fend off over zealous 
female attention?
No I don’t take it seriously. The 
adulation that I receive is for the 

as a person. But when I feel that 
something or someone is getting out 

anything. But I love them for loving 
me. I consciously try to see to it that 
it doesn’t go to my head and only try 
to concentrate on my work.
How do you picture your ‘ideal 
woman’?

She should look and sound like 
Salma Hayek. She should be able to 
cook like my mom and laugh at all 
my silly jokes. She should never tell 
me that they are bad!

You have seen the Parsi Times? 
What do you think of our initiative?
Every publication stands for a 
perspective and I hope that Parsi 
Times stands for a fresh perspective 
and a new point of view. Its a great 
effort!
You cook well. What is your favorite 
recipe?
Chicken curry.
Who are the Parsi personalities in 

Kolah. She has the best dimples!
Who are the promising Parsi faces 
in the glamour world according to 
you?
Me.
What are you most proud of?
I am proud that my parents are 
happy with what I do. I think being 
able to make your own proud is a 
thing to be proud of.
What does it take to succeed in the 
cut edge world of glamour? What’s 

your advise to the young Parsis 
aspiring to be in the glamour world?
Nothing can stop you from achieving 
what you set out for. Go get your 
dreams!
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(Aip¡C) 

is far deeper than mere “purity”. The word Asha of the Avesta 
is a very ancient word and is to be taken in the highest spiri-
tual sense possible. It represents the eternal Law of Truth, the 
one great Spiritual Law.

Ashem Vohû.

1 Aj¡d¹   Aip¡C
2 hp¡lŸ  3 kD’u kfk
3 hrlís¡d¹  2 “¡L$u
 Aõsu,   R>¡, (s’p)
 Dísp   kyM 
 Aõsu;   R>¡;
 Dísp   kyM
 AûpC   s¡“¡,
9 üs¹  10 (L¡$ S>¡) Aip¡Cdp„
10 AjpC   11 kD’u kfk
11 hrlíspC  12 Aip¡
12 Aj¡d¹  9  lp¡e R>¡.

Righteousness
is the highest
virtue.

that alone
is happiness;
Happiness
is to him,
Who is righteous
for the sake
of  the highest 
Righteousness.

Q. You teach me my prayers every night before I go to bed. 
Please tell me what they mean. ?

A. Dikri, I am so glad you asked and you are curious to know 

-
cious to me because when I was young it taught me the mean-
ing of the words I chanted in prayer. Let us take a look at what 

“Don’t pray for lighter burdens, 
but for stronger backs.”

“Prayer is when you talk to God; 
meditation is when  
you listen to God.”

There is a vast difference 
between saying prayers 

and praying”

Courage is fear  
that has said its prayers.”
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ADI GOVADIA ANAHITA DESAI MUNCHERJI CAMA
Q. What is your background? 
A. In 1996 I retired from my job at 
the Tata Institute of Fundamental 

tasking which I bring to the table this 

I am a Mobed with the Fountain 

I have three children, my girl is 42 and 

has made me a proud Mamavaji! 
My family doesn’t really know much 
about the campaign but they are 

Q. How did you get involved in the 
Parsi political scene? 
A. 
community work when I fought to 
protect the Lalbaug Agiari from new 

Q. How are you canvassing?   
A. I have stood for elections before 
but got only 80 odd votes at the time 
At that time I never canvassed but 

the megaphone in Navroj Baug to 
inform people of things and I stand 

Q. What are your main causes and 
reasons to be here on this public 
platform? 
A. I am upset with the handling of 

being deprived of free housing and 

take over housing originally meant 

I am trying to make people 
understand the importance of what 
we have and how we will suffer if we 

As a candidate I do not understand 

I only wish candidates spent it on 

A few years ago there was a case 

because of lack of attention which 
the Trust could have given and that 
was a black mark on our community’s 

to change that situation so it never 

Sorry dear Readers, 
When we called Anahita and 
explained to her the urgency and 
the beauty of this unique platform 
for everyone she declined to be part 

following points: 
I have been in politics too long and I 
know you are not involved but I have 
my reasons to not want to be printed 

I know the people in the background 

we are willing to take this chance 

I know what a platform your paper 
is for the new and improved fresh 
look at things and that a candidate 
would be foolish to decline such free 
publicity but we don’t want to be 
featured 
If you want to write something, 
please write ‘We called Anahita but 

Sorry readers: I guess we let you 

trying without prejudice to get you all 
the views and faces behind such a 

Q. What is your background? 
A. 
I come from a hard working family 
with roots seeped in the welfare of 

Q. How did you get involved in the 
Parsi political scene? 
A. I have been involved on a 

is literally in my blood! Unfortunately 
the opportunity to do more good, 

I have to contest an election! So here 

Q. How are you canvassing?
A. I realized that being a silent 
worker, I was never in the forefront 

platform for 7 years ahead I must 
try and put my shy image behind me 
and reach out to the community as 
much as possible in  the few weeks 

supporters who really believe in me 
have created a schedule and I hope 

Q. What are your main causes and 
reasons to be here on this public 
platform? 
A. I have been so involved with the 
world of Trusteeship for so long 

understanding the most effective 
ways to create strategies and 

people across the globe to bring in 
funds and our respected religious 
leaders to bring the true messages 
of the religion onto educational 

because I know my strength is one 
that compliments a team already 
equipped with other facets and 

Q. What is your message to the 
youth who read our paper? 
A. Read the Bombay Samachar and 
get real news! On a serious note, get 
involved in community early so the 
repercussions of the decisions of our 
generation do not seem unfair and 

Q. What is your background? 
A. I am 75 and have retired from my 

Over the years I have been very 

done rock climbing, mountaineering 
and trekked over 1500 miles on the 

Q. How did you get involved in the 
Parsi political scene? 
A. I am not very involved with too 

day one whenever I have had any 
money or income I have always tried 
my best to distribute it to people who 

I realized that other than becoming 
a donor member and voting the only 
way to get through was to stand for 

Q. How are you canvassing?   
A. 
I have no big elaborate plans for 

has given me I have distributed at 
blind schools and other places where 

Q. What are your main causes and 
reasons to be here on this public 
platform? 
A. I have been a voter and now I 

where you can get recognized for 

Q. What is your message to the 
youth who read our paper? 
A. My advice is whenever you 
become employed and at whatever 
age, begin saving your money little 

Q. What is your message to the 
youth who read our paper? 
A. 
in the community and try to be correct 

left us with so many assets and you 
must learn how to use and preserve 

Parsi Punch line 
by Vir Das

How many Parsis does 
it take to change a light 

bulb?
One. Because that’s all 

they have got. Hahaha!!!!!
Why was the old Parsi 

couple confused on their 
wedding anniversary?

It was also Rakshsa  
Bandhan on that day.

What do you call 8 Parsis 
jumping off a cliff?

Genocide!!!

NOT FOR THE FAINT-HEARTED!!
VIR DAS

Who is this 
Kaizad Gherda?
Q) What do you do for 

Vir?
A) I play the keyboard 

for the band called 
‘Alien Chutney’

Q) How is it work-
ing with Vir Das?

A) Oh yes! Its great 
fun, he cracks 
up all the time 
and there’s a lot 
of stupidity hap-
pening.

Laughter and humor is a way of life for us Parsi people. The butt of many jokes, we make people laugh with us, 
rather than at us. Comedian, actor Vir Das shamelessly cashes in on the quirky, typical bawa jokes. But, we 
forgive him and laugh along. After all what’s life without a smile? He bribed us with a couple of specials only 
for Parsi Times!

Q) Where do you get your bawa joke inspiration from?
A) Kaizad Gherda.
Q) Aren’t you just a bit frightened of the passionate and 

playful community getting back at you? 
A) Noooo, as long as their numbers aren’t large, it does 

not frighten me! I am at least 30 years of breeding 
away from being afraid. Kidding! Kidding!

Q) Any chance we could get the Parsi song? And 
in an ideal world who would you choose to sing 
in a bawa choir?

A) No chance you’ll get the song and I’ll choose 
Kaizad Gherda.

Q) We are a paper for the young at heart Bawajis... We 
feature and celebrate them ...Any special message or 

P.T Reporter Hemanshi & Freyan

Arshish Mehta
Q) What do you do with 

Vir?
A) I am the sound engineer for 

the band ‘Alien Chutney’.
Q) How is it working with Vir?
A) He’s a complete entertainer. I 

mean, what do you expect? He 
is a standup comedian!

VIR DAS FACT FILE

Parsi Times joke?
A) Yes, watch out Zubin Mehta! Kaizad Gherda is going 

to give you a run!!
Catch Vir Das on his tour 

of The History of India, 
which is being played in 

NCPA, 
Mumbai on 19th July.

Catch the classic comedy, Basu Chatterji’s Khatta Meetha 
-

back…. 

Ashok Kumar takes on the role of  endearing Homi Mistry 
along with other super cast members. 

Coming to a couch close to you…  
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The world’s most successful 
investor was once asked 
“When is the best time to 

invest?” he replies “My favourite 
investing time is forever”. These 
were the words of Mr Warren 
Buffet, the world’s third richest 
person. His net worth is $ 50 
Billion i.e. Rs 2,20,000 Crores 
and all self made. Most of his 
investments have been 
conservative and long 
term. He started investing 
from the age of 20. 
Investing your money at 
a young age is the 
best way to retire 
earlier than 
most people.
The biggest 
advantage to 
investing early 
is that the amount 
of investment is 
very low. The reason 
starting young is 
such a good idea is all 
down to the power of 
compounding. Did you 

know that if you invested just 
Rs 4,481 per month for 15 years 
into any of the top performing 
equity Mutual funds and made 
a modest 20% return a year, it 
would be worth Rs 50,00,000 
(Fifty Lacs). Had you invested  
Rs 8,962 per month you would 

have Rs 1,00,00,000 (One 
Crore). 
If you start learning how to 
invest while you are young 
then you have plenty of 
time and have no need to 
take on high amounts of 

risk. All you need is 
discipline and an 
objective. Without 
an Objective it’s like 
a journey without 
destination and 
without discipline 

it’s like a destination 
without knowing the 

journey. The earlier you 
start the lesser you have 

to invest.
The best way to retire 

soon is invest sooner. 

Are you too 
young to Invest?

Mehran Felfeli found-
ed EthiX on the very 
principles that Parsis 

across the board are appreci-
ated for, their sound values, 
honesty and genuine caring at-

Mehran R. Felfeli

titude to everything they deal 
with. Today, his 5-year old 
Investment Consultancy Firm 
manages a substantial amount 
of money which grows as fast 
and sturdily as his client base 
and his good reputation. 

We catch up with Mehran 
once a week this month where 
he passionately tells us how 
to manage our hard earned 
paisa! 

Parsi Paisa
Website : 

SATURDAY, APRIL 30, 2011

I have a passion for the outdoors 
and everything green. Having 
always been around plants 

and farms I love everything about 
them, especially the sense of simple, 
healthy clean and green living you 
get in their midst. 

Even if the green outdoors isn’t 
your passion you will agree that at 
times there is a longing to get out 
of our concrete jungle and breathe 
in some fresh air. But these days, 

no matter how far out of the city 
you go, it still never feels the same. 
The reason is all the environmental 
damage that has created a pile of 
dirt and junk, a problem we need to 
seriously address. 

All of us need to put in a little bit 
of effort and collectively we could 
perhaps make a difference. There are 
many simple things that each and 
every one of us can do to try and 
make a change.  

WASTAGE: 
the most important issues is wastage. 
Whether it’s water, food or electricity 
etc. There are so many things that 
are easy enough for anyone to do but 
are only possible if he or she cares 
enough and is conscientious.

SAVE ENERGY: Install solar 
panels for hot water, use CFL 
lights in your house. In the long 
run you end up saving money on 
your electricity bill. When buying 
new appliances for the house give 
some thought to the star rating. 
TIP: Higher the star rating, less the 

energy consumption.
SAVE WATER: We really 

do not realize how serious the 
situation is till we are left with 
no water coming through our 
taps and all the buckets in our 
bathrooms are full. 

RAINWATER HARVESTING: 
It is so simple and all you need to 
do is channel your rainwater to 
charge the ground water table. Or 
else the rainwater can be directly 
collected and stored in a tank for 
use. This should be done together 
with a proper consultant so that 

done.
PRACTICE COMPOSTING: All 

your garbage can be put to such 
good use to make great fertilizer 
for your plants. Stop the burning of 
leaves. People are always sweeping 
up the dry leaves and throwing 
them away or burning like they are 
garbage. This is not true; these dry 
leaves when left on the top layer of 
the soil decompose and only help to 

soil.  
GO ORGANIC: Purchase Organic 

products. While purchasing fruits 
and vegetables for your home, buy 

only your own health, but also help 
the environment in the long run. 
Visit the farmers marketon Sunday 
mornings and encourage these 
farmers. You will have to pay a 
premium for these vegetables but at 

the end of the day it is worth every 
penny.

 These simple joys of life are 

anymore. They are hidden by the 
trickling taps we leave open, the 
heaps of rot we pile up and ignore, 

But with a little slow and steady 
effort we can begin to make the 
scenery come to life again. 

It is my appeal to us all to put 
in a minimal awareness into the 
way we consume and utilize our 
environment. Remember the small 
things you do will amount to big 
changes drop by drop. 

And last of all, if you are one 
of those people who like to chuck 
garbage on the streets or roll down 
your window and throw rubbish 
out, just slap yourself. For you I have 
no more to say.
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It begins with you...

Did you know that if you consumed an average 
apple you would be eating over 30 pesticides, 
even after you have washed it? Organic food 
is known to contain 50% more nutrients, 
minerals and vitamins than produce that has 
been intensively farmed.

Solar panels make use of renewable energy from 
the sun, and are a clean and environmentally 
sound means of collecting solar energy. Taking 
simple steps like switching to CFL light bulbs, 
energy star appliances, using smart power 
strips that turn off electronics when not in 
use and making sure your windows, door, and 
insulation are keeping your energy inside can 
make a huge difference in your energy usage. 
It’s called Demand Management.

The demand for water has been growing by 1% 
per year for the past 75 years - on an average; 

schools and other commercial premises, this 

four bed family home captures more than 
100,000 litres of rainwater a year.30% of 

properly installed rainwater collection system 
could save all this water.

* BOOST YOUR BAUG’S GREEN QUOTIENT WITH THESE SUPER TIPS!

is

Dear Advertisers, 

 We are buzzing with excitement over our first Pateti/ Parsi New Year Special Issue slotted for release on Sunday, 13th of 
August, 2011. 
 The issue will be released a week before the celebrations and gives our readers the chance to be inspired by our pages of 
Culture and Content and plough forward prepared, into the grand and meaningful Celebration! 
 The issue will be placed across the city at accesible areas along with the regular distribution route. Our online issue will also be 
available for the many enquiring Community members overseas. All in all, content, coverage and distribution  
make us a great place to start an auspicious Parsi New Year. 
 Please contact our team on 022-66330405 and advertise@parsi-times.com and they will create a  
special and effective space for you with our special rates for the special Issue.  
 We look forward to your patronage and your support.

Freyan 



Advertisement Rates
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‘v$dc|jZ A¡hp¡X®$“p rhS>¡sp A“¡ 
ap¡V$p¡N°pauL$ hëX®$“p v$pv$udp A¡hp 
lp¡dpe ìepfphpgp A¡d“p DÐL©$ô$ 

ap¡V$p¡N°pak“p A¡L$rkrbi“ dpV¡$ 5du du A¡ 
b¢Ágp¡f Aphu füp R>¡. “¡i“g N¡g¡fu Ap¡a 
dp¡X®$“ ApV®$“p AgL$pTu apDÞX¡$i“ kpv$f L$fu 
füp R>¡ lp¡dpe ìepfphpgp“y„ b¡ drl“p“y gp„by 
âv$i®“.

A¡d“p¡ S>Þd 1913dp„ ‘pfku a¡dugudp„ 
’ep¡ lsp¡. 1942dp„ A¡ qv$ëlu S>sp füp 
Ðep„ A¡ rb°V$ui CÞap¡d£i“ krh®kdp„ “p¡L$fu 

L$fsp lsp cpfs âÅkÑpL$ dpV¡$ 
S>¡V$gp ‘Z L$pe®¾$dp¡ lsp A¡d“p 
ap¡V$p ‘pX$hp“y„ L$pd lp¡dpe ìepfphpgp 
L$fsp lsp.

‘yê$jâ^p“ v$¡idp„ A¡dZ¡ OZp 
ky„v$f ‘mp¡“¡ L„$X$pep® lsp ‘p¡sp“p 
L¡$d¡fpdp.... A¡ hMs¡ Äepf¡ cpfs 
v$¡i ApTpv$ ’C füp¡ lsp¡. A¡ R>¡‰p 
‘mp¡ rbqV$i fpÄe Äepf¡ kdpá 
’hp“u s¥epfudp„ lsy„. A¡d“¡ A¡ 
‘mp¡ ‘p¡sp“p L¡$d¡fpdp„ L¡$v$ L$ep® S>epf¡ 
cpfs“p cpNgp ‘X$u füp lsp. 
cpfs“p Crslpk“p ‘mp¡ S>epf¡ 3Æ 

S|>“¡ cpfs A“¡ ‘pqL$õsp“ Sy>v$p ‘X$u füp 
lsp. dpDÞV$ b¡V$“ S>epf¡ cpfs R>p¡X$u S>C 
füp lsp.... S>epf¡ Np„^uÆ“p dfZ hMs“p 
ap¡V$pAp¡... s¡dS> “¡lê$ A“¡ gpgblpvy$f 
ip”u Äepf¡ dfZ ‘pçep lsp. A“¡ Mpk 
‘mp¡ S>hplfgpg “¡lê$ Äepf¡ cpfs“p ‘l¡gp 
hX$pâ^p“ bÞep lsp. fpS>L$pfZ“p ap¡V$pAp¡ 
L$fsp 1940“y„ dy„bC il¡f s¡dS> 1950’u 
1960“y„ qv$ëlu il¡fA¡ M$pk ApL$j®Z li¡ 
A¡d“p b¢Ágp¡f“p A¡[¼kbi“dp„... 

lp¡dpe ìepfphpgp“p Ap âv$i®“dp„ A¡d“p 
276 ap¡V$pAp¡ Ap¡fuÆ“g kuëhfu rS>g¡V$u“ 
râÞV$ li¡ s¡dS> L¡$V$gp râÞV$ A¡dZ¡ ‘p¡s¡S> 
L$ep® lsp.

rdk lp¡dpe ìepfphpgpA¡ A¡d“p b^pS> 
ap¡V$p A¡d“p S|>“p L¡$d¡fp ’u [¼gL$ L$ep® lsp. 
S>¡ ApCrhV$“¡k 
lsp A¡L$ kv$u“p. 
A¡d“¡ gpCaV$pCd 
A r Q h d ¡ Þ V $ 
A ¡ h p ¡ X ® $ ’ u 
“hpS>hpdp„ Apìep 
lsp. lp¡dpe ìep-
fphpgpA¡ A¡d“p 
b^pS> L$g¡L$i“ 
A¡d“u râÞV$ A¡d“u 
“¡N¡qV$ìl L¡$d¡fp A“¡ 
A¡d“u epv$Npf hõsy-
Ap¡ A¡dZ¡ 
A g L $ p Æ 
apDÞX¡$i“ Ap¡a ApV®$“¡ 
ky‘fs L$fu lsu. A¡d“¡ 
L$f¡gu 33 hj®“u dl¡“s 
A¡dZ¡ ‘p¡sp“p¡ ¼¡d¡fp¡ lh¡ d|L$u 
v$u^p¡ R>¡.

A¡d“p ap¡V$p¡N°pak S> A¡hp R>¡ S>¡ ‘p¡s¡ 
S> ‘p¡sp“u L$lp“u L$lu füp R>¡ A“¡ 
Aphsu “hu ‘¡Y$u“¡ S|>“p¡ Crslpk 
L$lu füp R>¡. 

A¡d“p ap¡V$p¡N°pak 
A¡hp R>¡ L¡$ A¡d“p dpV¡$ 
L„$C gMhp“u S>ê$fs 
“’u. A¡ ap¡V$p¡N°pak S> 
ÅZ¡ Ap‘Z“¡ rhs¡gp  
cpfs âÅkÑpL$“p  
Crslpk“u ÅZ¡ L$lp“u 
“p L$l¡sp lp¡e.....A¡d“p 
ap¡V$p¡k fpô²$“p ârsL$ b“u 
Nep R>¡.

A¡ lqL$L$s R>¡ L¡$ A¡ kde 
sL$gua“p¡ kde lsp¡ ‘Z Ap kde 

Apip A“¡ bv$gph lhpdp„ lsp. A¡dZ¡ A¡ 
hMsdp„ A¡hp ap¡V$p ‘pX$ep S>¡ S>ê$fu lsp. 
‘p¡sp ‘f L$pby fpMu hpv$rhhpv$ kS>£ A¡hp ap¡V$p 
‘pX$ep “l] lsp. S>¡ s¡Ap¡ L$fu iL$sp lsp. A¡ 
hMsdp„ “¡lê$re““p k‘“p lQdQu Nep lsp 
A“¡ lp¡dpe A¡ kdÆ “p iL$ep lsp. buÅ 
ap¡V$p¡N°pafp¡ Äepf¡ sL$ T„‘gphhp s¥epf lsp 
Ðepf¡ lp¡dpe¡ A¡d“p¡ L¡$d¡fp¡ d|L$u v$u^p¡ lsp¡. 

Ðepf¡ A¡L$ “hy„ rhð s¥epf ’C füy„ lsy„ S>¡ 
lp¡dpe Ap¡mMu “p iL$ep.

duk kbu“p L$l¡R>¡ L¡$ ApS>¡ S>¡ 
âv$i®“ L$fu füp R>¡ S>¡ dpfp 13 
hj®“u dl¡“s R>¡ ‘l¡gp rhQpey® 
L¡$ A¡L$ qaëd S> b“phuA¡ ‘R>u 

“L$L$u L$ey® L¡$ A¡L$ ‘yõsL$ R>p‘uA¡ 
A“¡ R>¡‰¡ A hõsyA¡ 

A¡L$ âv$i®“““y„ ê$‘ 
gu^y„ R>¡.d¡ A¡d“p 

A¡hp ap¡V$p¡k 
gu^p R>¡ S>¡ 

A p ‘ Z “ ¡ 
r h s ¡ g p 

Crslpk“u kl¡g 
L$fph¡.

ìepfphpgp A¡L$ 
kpv$y A“¡ kfm Æh“ 

Æìep lsp A“¡ S|>“p 
Crslpk“pA¡ ‘mp¡A¡ A¡d“¡ 

kpvy$ Æh“ Æhhp“u â¡fZp 
Ap‘u lsu. 

98 hj®“p lp¡dpe ìepfphpgp 
rlÞvy$õsp““p ‘l¡gp drlgp â¡k ap¡V$p¡ N°paf
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DEAR ADVERTISER,

Being Parsi has always been about Heritage. 
We are the collectors of old furniture, well 
used automotives, our houses are odes to a 
forgotten time and we collect relics that tell 
stories of a community over the centuries. Af-
ter all those were truly times when the Parsi 
Community of India was in its element. 
Yes, it all sounds very romantic and poetic but 
the time has come we believe for a new ad-
dition to our treasure troves. Not voices that 
are just echoes of the past but voices that be-
gin today and become the echoes of the future 
Parsi. Something that is fresh, a new take and 
a new perspective. A look at what is around 
us now and not a peek into old albums and 
dusty frames! 
The yearning for the face of Today’s Parsi 

was born that day. Our set of pages quickly 
became the new forum for encouraging the 
Community to look at everything on the table 

with a fresh perspective.  
The Young have never had a voice till our 
Young and Free
Recipes for the quick Kitchen Maestro have 
never been cut out and stuck on the fridge till 

-
ing individuals have not been celebrated like 
we have begun celebrating them. 
No one has ever been able to explain Religion 
in understandable and engaging terms like 
Dear Mamaiji 
Or been able to give fashion tips like the 
young Parsi trend-setter Tushna. 
It is no wonder that Parsis everywhere are 
welcoming Parsi Times like a breathe of fresh 
air. 
Not one to be biased by issues, not one to be 
bogged down into conversations we did not 
start, Parsi Times encourages happy thoughts, 
positive energy and the celebration of truth 
and love for God and Mankind.  
We publish all Parsi news and introduce Par-

sis across the world to their brethren making 
our Community an easier one to understand 
and celebrate in unity. 
As a new venture we reach out to you to join 
hands with us on this journey we have under-
taken with pride. As a medium of advertising 
we can offer you: 

Excellent rates
Good and vast distribution 
Good quality and colour 
Excellent discount offers 
Priority placement alongside the content 
of interest to your readers

Ours is a Community steeped in Heritage. 
We tend to dwell on the past and forget the 
present. Yet if you look around you will see 
interesting stories, motivating personalities, 
deeply beautiful Religious gestures and a gen-
eration being brought up on respect and love. 
These are indeed ‘Parsi Times’ and we are 

here to celebrate them!

FULL PAGE
REGULAR (150 cc)
FRONT - -
BACK (150 cc)
CENTRE (150 cc)

HALF PAGE
REGULAR (75 cc)
FRONT (65 cc)
BACK (75 cc)
CENTRE (75 cc)

60 cc
REGULAR
FRONT
BACK
CENTRE

40 cc
REGULAR
FRONT

BACK
CENTRE

30 cc
REGULAR
FRONT

BACK
CENTRE

Parsi Times Strip Special
REGULAR
FRONT

BACK
CENTRE

Your Ad Space

UNDERSTAND YOUR AD SPACE

       Freyan

Hi Phili! Thanks for the interview. 
Please tell us a little bit about 

part of the WZCCI?
I did my Chemical Engineering 

at University of Technology, 
Loughbourough UK.

When I came back home I joined 
BARC and then after a year Union 
Carbide where I worked for about 
18 years, till 1978. At the time I was 
working on a project for the company 
which was suddenly abandoned as 
the focus shifted elsewhere.  I had a 
lot of faith in that project and so I was 
disappointed. At about the same time 
a customer of mine was urging me to 
start off on my own. I thought it was 
the perfect opportunity and in 1981 we 
started Ecoplast Pvt. Ltd and I was the 
Promoter, Director and then 
MD and Chairman. Today our 
company has a turnover of 
66 Crores and a client list that 
is the envy of the industry. 
We make the inner lining of 
Tetrapak that comes in contact 
with the products Tetrapak is 

d t k W ld

of the company.
I am part of the Governing Council 

of Indian Centre for Plastics in the 
Environment, a knowledge body on 
plastics which is acknowledged by the 
Ministry of Environment and Forests 
of India.

I have been a member of WZCC 
for several years. I joined the Mumbai 
Chapter after I retired in 2008.

Mine is a story of entrepreneurship 
and I want  to share my knowledge 
and experiences with young Parsis.

When I joined the WZCC, a 
handful of industry leaders in the 
community contributed and we sent 
20 Parsi candidates to the highly 
acclaimed Entrepreneur Development 
Institute Ahmedabad.
The EDP Programme has caught our 
eye! What prompted you all to hold 
such a programme?  

The basic aim of the EDP is to 
revive and nurture the spirit of 
Entrepreneurship amongst the 
community. We don’t really have 
statistics to show that it’s going down 

thing to do.
Simply put, we are trying to create 

an eco-system for the development of 
entrepreneurship where participants 
can gain knowledge, practice and 
leads for starting off on their own.

Just like any business starts from 
scratch and climbs with perseverance, 
our programme started as a small 
Business Plan Competition and has 
grown into a forum for our Parsi 

entrepreneur hopefuls to interact with 
some of the best minds in the business 
world.

We have done the EDP for 2 years 
now in 2009 and 2010 and we have 
another programme coming up in July 
this year.

Anyone can have a great idea, 
but it takes a lot more than luck to 
convert that into a sale-able business 
venture. Over two weekends we 
present an EDP batch with the minds 
and methods of an impressive panel 

sales, HR and so many others and 
then we ask them to create a business 
plan. The plan is then presented to a 
panel consisting of Cyrus Bhagwadia, 
CEO of Essel Propak, Adi Siganporia, 
Chief internal Auditor of TATA 
Power, Zeree Jehanjgirji, Consultant in 
HR , Yezdi Tantra Technical Director 
for the International board of WZCC

It goes back and forth thrice with 
our suggestions and corrections till the 
candidate is able to give the perfect 
presentation of his / her dream!
Getting the young entrepreneurs to 
the economic forefront of the country 
is such an important task! How do 

Most people only think about 
service.  We want to inform them that 
entrepreneurship is also an avenue of 
growth and arm them with the ideas 
and abilities of being an entrepreneur.

The value of entrepreneurship 
is immense. In the USA today 
entrepreneurship is creating the 

highest number of jobs 
available.

Apart from the 

your own boss and 
living life on your own 

family and economic 
it ti

can give you for anything are related 
to how I have come across things in 
my business life.  One of the qualities 
I have found is that our community 
has a great reputation. When you 
go and meet customers,  if you can 
communicate well they believe Parsis 
have integrity in their dealings. This 
reputation is very valuable.

For some reason Parsis are able to 
acclimatize and adapt to environments 
very easily. When I was studying 
abroad I often found that it was easier 
for Parsi students like me to interact 
with the locals there and assimilate 
western cultures and habits into 
our stride than it was for the rest of 
the Indian clan who only interacted 
amongst themselves. With our 
cosmopolitan approach we tend to get 
along with everyone.

We are planning to feature 
WZCCI Entrepreneurs in the Parsi 
Times so that we can reach out and 
tell our readers that anything is 
possible! What do you think about 
that!

I think that is a super idea. I’m 
going to give you a list of people I 
think you should meet!
When you see the young minds 

what do you feel? Have any personal 
t i f h d k d

Within the Parsi Community certain people have tran-
scended from being good human beings into excellent 
entrepreneurs known to the global community. Their 
beacons shine with the power of  hard work and mo-
tivation coupled with generosity and common sense. 
We have always been so proud of  them and identify 
ourselves as people of  the same background. So many 
times we hear people say…. Oh you are Parsi! Just like 
JRD Tata! We smile and emphatically nod!
Yes! We have been given so many names to be proud 
of! There are Parsis who have inculcated the value and 
bounty of  hard work into generations and Parsis who 

have spread their knowledge and passion for the life 
with the country and the community at large.
The time has come to add our own names to that il-
lustrious list. To create new dynasties built on the foun-
dations of  Good Thoughts, Good Words and Good 
Deeds.
An organization that understands this value is the 
World Zarathushti Chamber of  Commerce. 
The WZCC was launched on December 29, 2000 as 
part of  the legacy project of  the Seventh World Zoro-
astrian Congress. Their Indian Chapter is the WZCCI 
and is lead by Cyrus Bagwadia.

-
ries of  motivation and success. Each and every page 
of  the WZCCI diary is a treasure trove of  such stories. 
Filled with people who pooled their resources together 
to create an ocean of  opportunity, the WZCCI holds 
seminars, lists useful information and guides Parsis to 
a better life built on the grounds of  entrepreneurship 
and hard work.
We got a chance to pass the mike to Phili (Phiroz) Kha-
ras, head of  the Mumbai Chapter of  the WZCCI and 
here he tells us a little bit about the spirit, skill sets and 
agenda of  the motivating and energetic WZCCI.

THE ENTERPRISE OF ENTERPRISE
SATURDAY, JUNE 11, 2011
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Inspirations... of a real kind

What was early life like for you? 
I was born in Surat and my 
early schooling was at St Xaviers 
School, Surat. I joined the Dadar 
Athornan Madressa,Mumbai in 
1971 for my religious studies. 
Therein, my career was successfully 
moulded under the guidance of 
late Ervad Rustomji Panthaki and 
I had great inspirational teachers, 
a few of whom are late Mr. Phiroze 

Mogal, my tution teacher, late 
Ervad Hormuzji Jijina and the late 
Ervad Burjor Panthaki as bhantar 
teachers . 
My regular schooling was from 
DPYA High School,Mumbai 
where I completed my SSC  
and then proceeded onto 
HR College of Commerce & 
Economics,Mumbai. 
I was ordained Navar/Martab 
in 1975-76 and performed 
boi ceremonies regularly at 
IRANSHAH, Udvada. After the 
sad demise of my late father 
Dasturji Kaikobad Dastoor, I  
was ordained as Head Priest of 
IRANSHAH by Udvada Samast 
and Athornan Anjuman on 

January 27 2002. 
Tell us about your immediate 
family? 
I am married to my lovely and 
supportive wife Havovi and 
together we have three young 
children, Parinaz (age 12), Shanaya 
(age 8) and Daraius (age 5) who 
study at the J.B. Petit Girls School 
& Cathedral & John Connon 
School respectively in Mumbai. 

I shuttle between Mumbai to be 
with my dear family and Udvada, 
to look after my priesthood duties 
as well as the management of 
Udvada Anjuman. 
Udvada is such a significant 
religious destination for all of us. 
What do you think when you see 
the families and young children 
coming there to pray and ask for 
blessings? 
It is a mixed feeling. On one hand, 
I see the well dressed and well 
behaved children and  am filled 
with pride by their respect towards 
our religion. On the other hand, it 
greatly disturbs me to see a lack of 
general manners and disrespect 
in a lot of matured brethren who 

CANDID AND COMMUNITY MATTERS
with Dasturji Khurshed Dastoor 

Kaikobad Dastoor, our High 
Priest ‘Iranshah’, Udvada.

Shouting from rooftops about your faith 
does not make you a Parsi any more or less

“My lovely and supportive wife Havovi.”

Moving from Merchant 
Navy to the world of 
glamour? How did that 

shift happen?
I joined the Merchant Navy in 1999 
as a deck cadet completing deck 

2004. I was really lucky to have a 
family that encouraged me in all 
sorts of extra circular activities right 
from school. So even during breaks 
between contracts I would indulge 
in all sorts of things like learning 

During one of my breaks between 

Minocher nudged me to participate 

which I did apply for and got selected 
as well but chose not to participate as 
I had to go back on ship to complete 

and since I was in Mumbai for my 
rank exams on returning from my 

India 2005. I got selected for it and 

into the world of glamour.
What are your Bollywood dreams?

or television. What is  important is 
that I act. I want to act. Everything 
else is secondary. At this point I am 

can see good things coming my way. 
If Bollywood happens along the way 
its great but what is essential is good 
quality work. I just want to keep on 

work .
Models are looked upon as beauty 

without brains. What do you think?
That’s a totally unfair statement. 
Everyone tries to make the best out 
of what they have. We all try to do 
our best. EQ and IQ are relevant to 
environment. Its a really prejudiced 
view.
As a model looks are of prime 
importance. How important are 
beauty and looks for you personally?
Looks are great to have but they can 
carry you only a certain distance. 
It can be an added bonus but not 
your core strength. Personality and 
charisma matter the most.
According to you where does your 
sex appeal lie?
My ability to cook. I can make great 
tea!
Your mantra for life is, ‘my attitude 
decides my altitude’. Can you 
elaborate?
It was ingrained in me by my brother. 
I have always believed that its your 
own doing that decides where you 
land in life. Everything depends on 

perspective. You cant wait for things 
to happen. You have to make it 
happen.
You have said that before you set 

more important to know ‘what’ love 
truly is and that mostly happens 
when you know yourself. So what 
love truly is?
When I was just out of my teens I had 
a very clear perception about love. Or 

that love is present in many forms 
all around us. Love is a feeling for 
someone without any need attached 
to it. Unconditional love is very rare. 

of yourself. It can be anything then. 
Its rightly said that the more you 
know the more you know that you 
don’t know. I don’t know what is 
love but I can sense it when I come 
across it.
You have a lot of female fan 
following. Is it embarrassing at 
times to fend off over zealous 
female attention?
No I don’t take it seriously. The 
adulation that I receive is for the 

as a person. But when I feel that 
something or someone is getting out 

anything. But I love them for loving 
me. I consciously try to see to it that 
it doesn’t go to my head and only try 
to concentrate on my work.
How do you picture your ‘ideal 
woman’?

She should look and sound like 
Salma Hayek. She should be able to 
cook like my mom and laugh at all 
my silly jokes. She should never tell 
me that they are bad!

You have seen the Parsi Times? 
What do you think of our initiative?
Every publication stands for a 
perspective and I hope that Parsi 
Times stands for a fresh perspective 
and a new point of view. Its a great 
effort!
You cook well. What is your favorite 
recipe?
Chicken curry.
Who are the Parsi personalities in 

Kolah. She has the best dimples!
Who are the promising Parsi faces 
in the glamour world according to 
you?
Me.
What are you most proud of?
I am proud that my parents are 
happy with what I do. I think being 
able to make your own proud is a 
thing to be proud of.
What does it take to succeed in the 
cut edge world of glamour? What’s 

your advise to the young Parsis 
aspiring to be in the glamour world?
Nothing can stop you from achieving 
what you set out for. Go get your 
dreams!
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is far deeper than mere “purity”. The word Asha of the Avesta 
is a very ancient word and is to be taken in the highest spiri-
tual sense possible. It represents the eternal Law of Truth, the 
one great Spiritual Law.

Ashem Vohû.

1 Aj¡d¹   Aip¡C
2 hp¡lŸ  3 kD’u kfk
3 hrlís¡d¹  2 “¡L$u
 Aõsu,   R>¡, (s’p)
 Dísp   kyM 
 Aõsu;   R>¡;
 Dísp   kyM
 AûpC   s¡“¡,
9 üs¹  10 (L¡$ S>¡) Aip¡Cdp„
10 AjpC   11 kD’u kfk
11 hrlíspC  12 Aip¡
12 Aj¡d¹  9  lp¡e R>¡.

Righteousness
is the highest
virtue.

that alone
is happiness;
Happiness
is to him,
Who is righteous
for the sake
of  the highest 
Righteousness.

Q. You teach me my prayers every night before I go to bed. 
Please tell me what they mean. ?

A. Dikri, I am so glad you asked and you are curious to know 

-
cious to me because when I was young it taught me the mean-
ing of the words I chanted in prayer. Let us take a look at what 

“Don’t pray for lighter burdens, 
but for stronger backs.”

“Prayer is when you talk to God; 
meditation is when  
you listen to God.”

There is a vast difference 
between saying prayers 

and praying”

Courage is fear  
that has said its prayers.”

Pro Education & Pro Active
  A Platform for Knowledge
   Very Young & Free
    Gujarati Savy
     Financially Fit
      Connected, Current & Classy
       Alternatively & Traditionally Entertaining
        Connecting Your Worlds
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ADI GOVADIA ANAHITA DESAI MUNCHERJI CAMA
Q. What is your background? 
A. In 1996 I retired from my job at 
the Tata Institute of Fundamental 

tasking which I bring to the table this 

I am a Mobed with the Fountain 

I have three children, my girl is 42 and 

has made me a proud Mamavaji! 
My family doesn’t really know much 
about the campaign but they are 

Q. How did you get involved in the 
Parsi political scene? 
A. 
community work when I fought to 
protect the Lalbaug Agiari from new 

Q. How are you canvassing?   
A. I have stood for elections before 
but got only 80 odd votes at the time 
At that time I never canvassed but 

the megaphone in Navroj Baug to 
inform people of things and I stand 

Q. What are your main causes and 
reasons to be here on this public 
platform? 
A. I am upset with the handling of 

being deprived of free housing and 

take over housing originally meant 

I am trying to make people 
understand the importance of what 
we have and how we will suffer if we 

As a candidate I do not understand 

I only wish candidates spent it on 

A few years ago there was a case 

because of lack of attention which 
the Trust could have given and that 
was a black mark on our community’s 

to change that situation so it never 

Sorry dear Readers, 
When we called Anahita and 
explained to her the urgency and 
the beauty of this unique platform 
for everyone she declined to be part 

following points: 
I have been in politics too long and I 
know you are not involved but I have 
my reasons to not want to be printed 

I know the people in the background 

we are willing to take this chance 

I know what a platform your paper 
is for the new and improved fresh 
look at things and that a candidate 
would be foolish to decline such free 
publicity but we don’t want to be 
featured 
If you want to write something, 
please write ‘We called Anahita but 

Sorry readers: I guess we let you 

trying without prejudice to get you all 
the views and faces behind such a 

Q. What is your background? 
A. 
I come from a hard working family 
with roots seeped in the welfare of 

Q. How did you get involved in the 
Parsi political scene? 
A. I have been involved on a 

is literally in my blood! Unfortunately 
the opportunity to do more good, 

I have to contest an election! So here 

Q. How are you canvassing?
A. I realized that being a silent 
worker, I was never in the forefront 

platform for 7 years ahead I must 
try and put my shy image behind me 
and reach out to the community as 
much as possible in  the few weeks 

supporters who really believe in me 
have created a schedule and I hope 

Q. What are your main causes and 
reasons to be here on this public 
platform? 
A. I have been so involved with the 
world of Trusteeship for so long 

understanding the most effective 
ways to create strategies and 

people across the globe to bring in 
funds and our respected religious 
leaders to bring the true messages 
of the religion onto educational 

because I know my strength is one 
that compliments a team already 
equipped with other facets and 

Q. What is your message to the 
youth who read our paper? 
A. Read the Bombay Samachar and 
get real news! On a serious note, get 
involved in community early so the 
repercussions of the decisions of our 
generation do not seem unfair and 

Q. What is your background? 
A. I am 75 and have retired from my 

Over the years I have been very 

done rock climbing, mountaineering 
and trekked over 1500 miles on the 

Q. How did you get involved in the 
Parsi political scene? 
A. I am not very involved with too 

day one whenever I have had any 
money or income I have always tried 
my best to distribute it to people who 

I realized that other than becoming 
a donor member and voting the only 
way to get through was to stand for 

Q. How are you canvassing?   
A. 
I have no big elaborate plans for 

has given me I have distributed at 
blind schools and other places where 

Q. What are your main causes and 
reasons to be here on this public 
platform? 
A. I have been a voter and now I 

where you can get recognized for 

Q. What is your message to the 
youth who read our paper? 
A. My advice is whenever you 
become employed and at whatever 
age, begin saving your money little 

Q. What is your message to the 
youth who read our paper? 
A. 
in the community and try to be correct 

left us with so many assets and you 
must learn how to use and preserve 

Parsi Punch line 
by Vir Das

How many Parsis does 
it take to change a light 

bulb?
One. Because that’s all 

they have got. Hahaha!!!!!
Why was the old Parsi 

couple confused on their 
wedding anniversary?

It was also Rakshsa  
Bandhan on that day.

What do you call 8 Parsis 
jumping off a cliff?

Genocide!!!

NOT FOR THE FAINT-HEARTED!!
VIR DAS

Who is this 
Kaizad Gherda?
Q) What do you do for 

Vir?
A) I play the keyboard 

for the band called 
‘Alien Chutney’

Q) How is it work-
ing with Vir Das?

A) Oh yes! Its great 
fun, he cracks 
up all the time 
and there’s a lot 
of stupidity hap-
pening.

Laughter and humor is a way of life for us Parsi people. The butt of many jokes, we make people laugh with us, 
rather than at us. Comedian, actor Vir Das shamelessly cashes in on the quirky, typical bawa jokes. But, we 
forgive him and laugh along. After all what’s life without a smile? He bribed us with a couple of specials only 
for Parsi Times!

Q) Where do you get your bawa joke inspiration from?
A) Kaizad Gherda.
Q) Aren’t you just a bit frightened of the passionate and 

playful community getting back at you? 
A) Noooo, as long as their numbers aren’t large, it does 

not frighten me! I am at least 30 years of breeding 
away from being afraid. Kidding! Kidding!

Q) Any chance we could get the Parsi song? And 
in an ideal world who would you choose to sing 
in a bawa choir?

A) No chance you’ll get the song and I’ll choose 
Kaizad Gherda.

Q) We are a paper for the young at heart Bawajis... We 
feature and celebrate them ...Any special message or 

P.T Reporter Hemanshi & Freyan

Arshish Mehta
Q) What do you do with 

Vir?
A) I am the sound engineer for 

the band ‘Alien Chutney’.
Q) How is it working with Vir?
A) He’s a complete entertainer. I 

mean, what do you expect? He 
is a standup comedian!

VIR DAS FACT FILE

Parsi Times joke?
A) Yes, watch out Zubin Mehta! Kaizad Gherda is going 

to give you a run!!
Catch Vir Das on his tour 

of The History of India, 
which is being played in 

NCPA, 
Mumbai on 19th July.

Catch the classic comedy, Basu Chatterji’s Khatta Meetha 
-

back…. 

Ashok Kumar takes on the role of  endearing Homi Mistry 
along with other super cast members. 

Coming to a couch close to you…  
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The world’s most successful 
investor was once asked 
“When is the best time to 

invest?” he replies “My favourite 
investing time is forever”. These 
were the words of Mr Warren 
Buffet, the world’s third richest 
person. His net worth is $ 50 
Billion i.e. Rs 2,20,000 Crores 
and all self made. Most of his 
investments have been 
conservative and long 
term. He started investing 
from the age of 20. 
Investing your money at 
a young age is the 
best way to retire 
earlier than 
most people.
The biggest 
advantage to 
investing early 
is that the amount 
of investment is 
very low. The reason 
starting young is 
such a good idea is all 
down to the power of 
compounding. Did you 

know that if you invested just 
Rs 4,481 per month for 15 years 
into any of the top performing 
equity Mutual funds and made 
a modest 20% return a year, it 
would be worth Rs 50,00,000 
(Fifty Lacs). Had you invested  
Rs 8,962 per month you would 

have Rs 1,00,00,000 (One 
Crore). 
If you start learning how to 
invest while you are young 
then you have plenty of 
time and have no need to 
take on high amounts of 

risk. All you need is 
discipline and an 
objective. Without 
an Objective it’s like 
a journey without 
destination and 
without discipline 

it’s like a destination 
without knowing the 

journey. The earlier you 
start the lesser you have 

to invest.
The best way to retire 

soon is invest sooner. 

Are you too 
young to Invest?

Mehran Felfeli found-
ed EthiX on the very 
principles that Parsis 

across the board are appreci-
ated for, their sound values, 
honesty and genuine caring at-

Mehran R. Felfeli

titude to everything they deal 
with. Today, his 5-year old 
Investment Consultancy Firm 
manages a substantial amount 
of money which grows as fast 
and sturdily as his client base 
and his good reputation. 

We catch up with Mehran 
once a week this month where 
he passionately tells us how 
to manage our hard earned 
paisa! 

Parsi Paisa
Website : 

SATURDAY, APRIL 30, 2011

I have a passion for the outdoors 
and everything green. Having 
always been around plants 

and farms I love everything about 
them, especially the sense of simple, 
healthy clean and green living you 
get in their midst. 

Even if the green outdoors isn’t 
your passion you will agree that at 
times there is a longing to get out 
of our concrete jungle and breathe 
in some fresh air. But these days, 

no matter how far out of the city 
you go, it still never feels the same. 
The reason is all the environmental 
damage that has created a pile of 
dirt and junk, a problem we need to 
seriously address. 

All of us need to put in a little bit 
of effort and collectively we could 
perhaps make a difference. There are 
many simple things that each and 
every one of us can do to try and 
make a change.  

WASTAGE: 
the most important issues is wastage. 
Whether it’s water, food or electricity 
etc. There are so many things that 
are easy enough for anyone to do but 
are only possible if he or she cares 
enough and is conscientious.

SAVE ENERGY: Install solar 
panels for hot water, use CFL 
lights in your house. In the long 
run you end up saving money on 
your electricity bill. When buying 
new appliances for the house give 
some thought to the star rating. 
TIP: Higher the star rating, less the 

energy consumption.
SAVE WATER: We really 

do not realize how serious the 
situation is till we are left with 
no water coming through our 
taps and all the buckets in our 
bathrooms are full. 

RAINWATER HARVESTING: 
It is so simple and all you need to 
do is channel your rainwater to 
charge the ground water table. Or 
else the rainwater can be directly 
collected and stored in a tank for 
use. This should be done together 
with a proper consultant so that 

done.
PRACTICE COMPOSTING: All 

your garbage can be put to such 
good use to make great fertilizer 
for your plants. Stop the burning of 
leaves. People are always sweeping 
up the dry leaves and throwing 
them away or burning like they are 
garbage. This is not true; these dry 
leaves when left on the top layer of 
the soil decompose and only help to 

soil.  
GO ORGANIC: Purchase Organic 

products. While purchasing fruits 
and vegetables for your home, buy 

only your own health, but also help 
the environment in the long run. 
Visit the farmers marketon Sunday 
mornings and encourage these 
farmers. You will have to pay a 
premium for these vegetables but at 

the end of the day it is worth every 
penny.

 These simple joys of life are 

anymore. They are hidden by the 
trickling taps we leave open, the 
heaps of rot we pile up and ignore, 

But with a little slow and steady 
effort we can begin to make the 
scenery come to life again. 

It is my appeal to us all to put 
in a minimal awareness into the 
way we consume and utilize our 
environment. Remember the small 
things you do will amount to big 
changes drop by drop. 

And last of all, if you are one 
of those people who like to chuck 
garbage on the streets or roll down 
your window and throw rubbish 
out, just slap yourself. For you I have 
no more to say.
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It begins with you...

Did you know that if you consumed an average 
apple you would be eating over 30 pesticides, 
even after you have washed it? Organic food 
is known to contain 50% more nutrients, 
minerals and vitamins than produce that has 
been intensively farmed.

Solar panels make use of renewable energy from 
the sun, and are a clean and environmentally 
sound means of collecting solar energy. Taking 
simple steps like switching to CFL light bulbs, 
energy star appliances, using smart power 
strips that turn off electronics when not in 
use and making sure your windows, door, and 
insulation are keeping your energy inside can 
make a huge difference in your energy usage. 
It’s called Demand Management.

The demand for water has been growing by 1% 
per year for the past 75 years - on an average; 

schools and other commercial premises, this 

four bed family home captures more than 
100,000 litres of rainwater a year.30% of 

properly installed rainwater collection system 
could save all this water.

* BOOST YOUR BAUG’S GREEN QUOTIENT WITH THESE SUPER TIPS!

is

Dear Advertisers, 

 We are buzzing with excitement over our first Pateti/ Parsi New Year Special Issue slotted for release on Sunday, 13th of 
August, 2011. 
 The issue will be released a week before the celebrations and gives our readers the chance to be inspired by our pages of 
Culture and Content and plough forward prepared, into the grand and meaningful Celebration! 
 The issue will be placed across the city at accesible areas along with the regular distribution route. Our online issue will also be 
available for the many enquiring Community members overseas. All in all, content, coverage and distribution  
make us a great place to start an auspicious Parsi New Year. 
 Please contact our team on 022-66330405 and advertise@parsi-times.com and they will create a  
special and effective space for you with our special rates for the special Issue.  
 We look forward to your patronage and your support.

Freyan 
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NEWS STAND
Dear Readers,
12,000 Issues Now! 
If someone you know has not received a 
copy of our weekly, please request them 
to take a stroll down to any one of these 
places where they have so graciously 
agreed to keep our copies for free 
distribution this week! 

Colaba - AGA Stores (Cusrow Baug)
Fountain -  Devji  Shripal & Co., 
Ideal Corner

 Roshni Food Point
Dhobitalao - Kerawala & Co., Paris Bakery
Churchgate - Bhikha Behram Well
Andheri - Mazda Wines
Bandra - RTI, Tata Agiary
Tardeo (Nana chowk) - PAC , CHUNG-FA
Dadar Parsi Colony - Aarey Milk Centre, Opp. Rustom 
Framna Agiary.

For Advertising rates please contact: 
(022) 66330405 or advertise@parsi-times.com

Technical Details

4.5cmx 5 cm only.
A maximum of 40 words
is allowed in the box.

The box is always
in full colour .

“Drink Coca-Cola 5¢”, an 1890s advertising 
poster showing a woman in fancy clothes 

17th-century styles) drinking Coke. The card 

Cola Co. Atlanta, Ga. Branches: Chicago, 
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Dallas”. Notice 
the cross-shaped color registration marks 
near the bottom center and top center (which 
presumably would have been removed for a 

written on it at lower left (with an apparent 
leaking fountain pen) “Our Favorite” [sic].

The woman who modeled for this 
artwork was Hilda Clark (1872-1932). Clark 
became famous as a model in 1895 when she 

tin Coca-Cola tray. Hilda Clark remained 
the advertising “face” of Coca-Cola until 
February 1903.



Humans and thoughts 

Dina Bilimoria has been working with the Shreemati Shantaben 
Ramji Charitable Foundation (S.R.Charitable foundation) 

which is a sister concern of Each One Teach One.

“CATCH ME IF YOU CAN!”
EVERY THOUGHT SAYS

Apart from beimg a practicing psychoeducationist since 1966, 
Dina Bilimoria has the unique ability to transform her experiences with challenged children into stories that inspire and encourage us to do better. Her work with mentally challenged, educationally subnormal and emotionally disturbed spans decades but her education since 1980, she now runs an education programme for children at the primary level studying in Sion East Municipal School hailing from below poverty line families.
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9. What according to you is 
your strength that will take 

My will and passion to 
work hard. I believe that even 
if you have failed at something 
instead of being dismayed 

whatever you had taken up 
or move ahead with a positive 
attitude. I’m very determined 
and that has helped me a lot. I 
like to take up different kinds 
of work instead of doing the 
same stereotyped things. I 
went from doing events to 

grooming. I need change. I 
didn’t have anyone training 
me in that way and so I’m 
very happy to train and groom 
these girls. Mr. Mickey Mehta 
has been guiding me along the 
way since a long time. He has 

10. Young Parsis on the ramp. 

It’s just fantastic! Vahbiz 
Dorabjee has done some good 

work. She is a really good 
friend and I think she works 
very hard at what she is doing. 
Apart from her there are 
Arnavaz Kolah and Dilkhush 
Reporter who are doing great 
for themselves. The girls I 
train might not be known now 
but they are really promising 
faces. Time has changed the 
world of modeling a lot. It’s 
now gradually getting more 
and more acceptance. It has 
become very professional. Of 
course I don’t even have to 
mention Viraf and Freddy. 
They are huge! Rockstars!
11. What are you most proud 

I think more than proud 
I’m very happy about the 
fact that I participated in 
Ms. India. It changed my life 
upside down. That one single 
decision gave my life a totally 
new and positive turn. I also 

changed as a person. After Ms. 
India I matured as a person, 
became more stable. I have no 
regrets that I did not win the 
crown. The journey is much 
more important for me. You 
learn so much along the way 
and that’s very crucial for me.
12. Parsi Times is a young 
paper that stands for a really 
fresh and new perspective. 
Its very youth centric. As 
a young Parsi what do you 

Of course I have heard 
about your Newspaper. I 
would love to read something 
that’s for the youth of our 
community. Being youth 
centric is very essential to me. 
It’s very important to remain 
connected to the youth and 
I’m happy that someone is 

doing it. It’s great if I can 
read something in P.T. that 
concerns the youth and is 
relevant to me.
13. What advice would you 
like to give to our young 
kids who want to enter the 

Just go and achieve your 
dreams! But I also think 
that it’s very important to 

Education does give you a 
kind of maturity and better 
understanding of things 
around you. One must 
concentrate on studying. 
God forbid if something 
does goes wrong then you 
have something to fall back 
on and even if that’s not the 
case then I have discovered 
that education helps you to 

move around in the world, 
be a knowledgeable person. 
There are many avenues that 
are open to the youth today 
at a very early stage when 
they are still studying and 
they might feel tempted. But 

then opt for whatever else 
suits them. Another very 
important thing is that you 
must be grounded. If you keep 
your feet on the ground then 
it can take you miles. Having 
unnecessary airs is never 
helpful. Keep your head on 
your shoulders and you won’t 
have any problem. Fame and 
success will follow you if you 
genuinely enjoy your work. If 
one has job satisfaction then 
it doesn’t feel like you are 
working. Let fame and success 
run behind you instead of the 
other way round!

Most teenagers gain 
between 10-15 lbs of weight 

this could be a depressing 
experience on top of being 
away from your family. What 
starts out as a desire to lose a 
little weight might become an 
obsession and get out of hand 
before they even realize it. 
Most of the anorectic people 
do not notice when it happens 
to them. They still see the 
chubby teenager when they 
look themselves in the mirror.

With media promoting 
thin models, pop-stars and 
actors it’s very understandable 
if teenagers think weight loss 
means happy and correct.

Wrong.
Nothing could be more 

wrong. Feeling happy is 
a feeling that comes from 
within and has nothing to 
do with your appearance or 
your weight. When somebody 
weighs 85% less then normally 
expected for a persons age, can 
hardly move because of how 
weak they are and ends up 

for their life it should send a 
warning bell to other women, 

men and teenagers that thin is 
not the way to happiness.

Working on developing 
a healthy relationship with 
yourself is a good way to 
learn to like yourself the way 
you are. Dieting is overrated 
when it comes to guaranteeing 
happiness and success if 
you lose the excess weight. 

health issue. It’s not healthy to 
carry an excessive amount of 

will come with you regaining 
control of your health and 
your life again should be a 

esteem because you managed 
to reach your goal of getting 
healthy and not because you 
got thin and lost the weight to 
look good.

There is a major difference 
in what order you rate your 

improving your health and 
secondly your appearance. 
However losing too much 
weight is not making your 
health better. Your goal 
should be to obtain an 
expected weight for your age 
and height.
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Anorexia & 
Weight Loss

Not always but quite a 
few times I myself have put 
in all efforts for this exercise. 
Quite honestly, in our busy 
life we do not take time out to 
put ourselves through these 
processes. We scream rave and 
rant annoyingly because at that 
time the thoughts overtake us. 
We harm ourselves, attitudes 

depressed and morose. We do 
all that mechanically.

If only then we stop in 
our steps and contemplate, 
rationalize and then move on, 

nor depressed. Instead, we 
will smile a while, go along a 
mile and be healthy, wealthy 
and wise. 

Decisions taken are 
thoughts ready for action. 

Rationalized decisions are 
benchmarks for success 
for they will include the 
happiness for not only us but 
also for others. The wider 
the spectrum of one’s living, 
the broader the meaning of 
one’s own existence. Its only 
through rationalized thoughts 
that one can achieve the means 
to an end to answer the clarion 
call of every thought “CATCH 
ME IF YOU CAN!!”

CONTD. from Pg. No. 15
EVERY THOUGHT SAYS...

In 2020 India’s economy 
is projected to be worth $ 6 
Trillion.

2. India is the 9th largest 
economy which currently 
constitutes 2.9% of the global 
GDP, in 2020 India will be 5th 
largest economy in the world 
bearing 7% of the global GDP.

3. Per capita income is 
growing at a rapid pace which 
is driving the consumption 
story. In the next 10 years the 
per capita income will increase 
more than 3 times.

4. Savings rate has increased 
from 24% to 32% from 2001 
to 2011. In 2020 savings rate 
will be around 40% thanks to 
higher earnings. The personal 
savings rate in the developed 
economies like U.S is not even 

5%.
5. Increasing affordability, 

low penetration of consumer 
goods, increasing credit, 
favourable demographics 
& increasing export 
competitiveness point to rapid 
economic growth ahead.

6. Public and private 
consumption combined has a 
70% share in India’s GDP.

7. India’s demographic 

India has higher working 
population than China. China 
aging population will increase.

8. Average age for home 
loan application in the last 20 
years has reduced from 50 yrs 
to 30 yrs. 

9. India’s exports rose over 
30% in 2010-11 and shall 
continue to be robust.

10. Indian market is very 
resilient. India managed a 
6.8% growth in 2008-09 while 
the world’s economy was 
contracting. 

in 1992-93, despite it the 
economy grew.

high oil prices can moderate 
growth in the short run in an 
otherwise healthy economy.

 13. Eurozone concerns will 
not impact India’s domestic 
consumption story.

14. Spike in oil prices is a key 

in oil prices will be positive
15. Gold shall continue to 

reigns. It will stabilise once the 
U.S recovers.

There are no major 
corrections on the card unless 
crude surges beyond $150 
per barrel. Market looks 
attractive at these levels and 
the domestic consumption 
story will remain intact. It is 
a stock pickers market and 
investors are cherry picking 

sound companies hence 
reducing speculations.

CONTD. from Pg. No. 6
HEAR IT FROM THE GURU...

“A Customer doesn’t 
care how much you 
know until he knows 
how much you care”

CONTD. from Pg. No. 10 A MODEL STORY!



Dear Readers, 
We love talent and we love enthusiasm 

even more! 
If  YOU have an ounce of  either, or 

even better a gallon of  both in you, we 
would love to have you on board our 
team. 

We are currently scouting for Feature 
and Story writers, young journalists and 
photo journalists to work with Parsi 
Times on a full-time/part-time and 
assignment basis. 

We have a great team here and would 
love to have you join in the fun as we 

create our weekly on the Community. 
What you learn and earn on the job will 
go far beyond the scope of  content and 
stipend. 

You will take responsibility for your 
Community and it will make you feel 
proud, like it makes us feel proud and 
grateful every day. 
If  you have the enthusiasm we have the 
opportunity, if  you have the drive we 
have the pen for you. 

Send your resumes at 
contribute@parsi-times.com

Lifestyle
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Keep your guard down, be open to an experience and you 

might have more in common with a person than you believe. 
Ultimately, you have come to meet so many new people, just 
soak in the experience…you have nothing to lose but a lot to 
gain! 

Viraf imparts some relationship advice: Honesty is the best 
Policy! Do not lie or pretend to be anything but yourself. Do not 
try to change the person you are with, accept them for who they 
are. When something is absolutely not working out, do not cling 
tighter just let it go!

THE RUSHED RUSH OF LOVE
Contd. from Page 08

20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

PERVEZ ZAIWALA - 9819163359
DARAIUS ZAIWALA - 9819163896CONTACT:

Long ago my friend Mr. Khushroo Dubash had advised me: 
“Every camera has a nut which is vital. That nut is not IN the 
camera- it is behind it. It’s YOU!”

Q. What profession other than your own would you like to 
attempt? 
A. This is one thing I feel strongly about & would advise anyone 
passionate about it to give it a shot. Try and convert what you are 
fond of doing, what gives you pleasure into a profession. When 
your passion becomes your profession you almost always excel! 
So every person should follow that little voice inside & answer to 
their calling in life.
 If not photography, my next option may have been something 
related to sports, my other passion. Maybe sports management.
Q. What are your future plans?
A. My short term plan is to excel in whatever assignment I take 
up & build myself a reputation that can’t be ignored.
 The long term goal is to have my own in house production 
and a talent management company.
 Dream job is to shoot the cover of Tank magazine.
Q. What are the pros and cons of being a photographer?
A. Let’s take the “cons” rst: every profession has its share of 
cons – with photography its erratic working hours, not a very 
steady income, handling tantrums. If these “cons” can be looked 
at as “challenges” the whole perspective changes.
 The “pros” now- most importantly, you can give full freedom 
to your creativity! Then there are some more “fringe bene ts” – 
you are your own boss, you set your own standards of discipline.

Contd. from Page 11

Official Photographer For The Zyng Calender
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D‘fp¡L$s S>Zph¡g N¡g¡fudp„ dp¡“ky“ ip¡ ep¡S>hpdp„ Apìep¡ R>¡. 

S>¡d eyhp“ A“¡ “hp L$pgpL$pfp¡“¡ DÐkpl â¡fi¡ A¡dp„ “hp ApqV®$õV$p¡“¡ 

Dcpfhp“p¡ l¡sy R>¡.

fp¡“u õ¾y$hpgp
kycpC OpC A¡d“p qaëd 

C[ÞõV$V$e|V$dp„ A¡L$ hL$sp sfuL¡$ 

‘^pep® lsp, S>¡dp„ ibp“p 

ApTdu A“¡ Mèepd“¡ dpA¡õV²$p¡ 

A¡hp¡X®$T Ap‘hpdp„ Apìep lsp. 

ibp“p ApTduA¡ S>Zpìey„ lsy„ 

L¡$ Ap“¡ gNsu V²¡$t“N d¢ dpfp 

eyhp“u“p„ qv$hkp¡dp„ gu^u lsu. 

dp¡V$u S>hpbv$pfu gC“¡ lº„ ld¡ip 

A¡“u kp’¡ S> flui.

ei Qp¡‘fp, S>¡Ap¡“¡ ‘Z 

A¡hp¡X®$ âpá ’ep¡ lsp¡ s¡dZ¡ 

S>Zpìey„ lsy„ L¡$ dpfp R>¡hpX$p“p 

qv$hkp¡dp„ gp¡L$p¡ qaëdp¡ Å¡C“¡ 

A“¡ A“ych’u v$f¡L$ hõsy 

iuMsp lsp. fp¡“u õ¾y$hpgp ‘Z 

Ap rhi¡ b¡ iåv$p¡ bp¡ëep lsp; 

Äepf¡ kycpj OpC A“¡ Mèepd  

rhÛp’}Ap¡“¡ A¡hp¡X®$ kp’¡ 

kqV®$qaL¡$V$p¡ A¡“pes L$ep® lsp.

rbrgeX®$k“u fds dpV¡$ Cipfp¡

Tfu“ A“¡ eTv$u v$pê$hpgp 

Q¡qfV¡$bg V²$õV$ Üpfp ^u dy„bC 

rbrgeX®$k guN 2011 

Ap¡‘“ l¡ÞX$uL¡$àX$ guN Vy$“p®d¡ÞV$ v$pv$f ‘pfku 

L$p¡gp¡“u rS>dMp“p d^¡ 3Æ Sy>gpC’u 

8du Sy>gpC v$fçep“ ep¡ÅC lsu. A¡dp„ 

Qpf hMs hëX®$ Q¡[ç‘e“ b“¡gp dpeL$g 

af¡fp dy¿e dl¡dp“ sfuL¡$ ‘^pep® lsp 

A“¡ Arsr’ sfuL¡$ rT“p¡åep A“¡ aflpv$ 

D“hpgp lpS>f lsp. Ap Vy$“p®d¡ÞV$ ^u 

rbrgeX®$k A¡ÞX$ õ“yL$f A¡kp¡rkA¡i“ Ap¡a 

dlpfpô²$ (bu.A¡k.A¡d)“p iyc Apîe¡ 

ep¡S>hpdp„ Aphu lsu.

Ap 30 V$udp¡dp„’u 16 V$udp¡“¡ rkg¡L$V$ 

L$fpC lsu. Ap V$udp¡dp„ ApNm ‘X$sp¡ cpN 

g¡“pfdp„ Ckuku bp‘pdu b|d, Q¡çbyf 

Ág¡qX$e¡V$k®,  X$u‘ukuÆ v$pv$f ‘pfku L$p¡gp¡“u 

rS>dMp“p“u  kpegÞV$ A¡kpkuÞk, bp¡çb¡ 

Æd ä¡ÞV$çk. Ap V$ud“u apC“g 8du 

Sy>gpC, 2011“p qv$“¡ ep¡ÅC lsu. ‘u.S>¡. 

rlÞvy$ rS>dMp“pdp„ rhðdp„ buÅ “„bf¡ 

R>¡ ^°yh kushpgp S>¡dZ¡ 136 

C“pdp¡ d¡mìep lsp. Äepf¡ 

kukuApC“p S>ehuf 

^uÞNfpA¡ Vy$“p®d¡ÞV$“p¡ 

Al¡hpg bspìep¡ lsp¡. 

dlpfpô²$“p “„. 1 d“psp 

AfyZ ANfhpg¡ 99“p¡ 

õL$p¡f L$ep£ lsp¡ A“¡ k¡ÞQyfu 

L$fhpdp„ S>fpL$ dpV¡$ flu Nep 

lsp.

Vy$“p®d¡ÞV$“p Ap¡N£“pCTf fp¡“u 

v$pê$hpgp“u rh“„su“¡ dp“ Ap‘u“¡ 

c|s‘|h® hëX®$ Q¡[ç‘e“ dpeL$g af¡fp A“¡ 

k¡gh¡g L„$‘“u“p L¡$Ly$ “uL$gk“ hÃQ¡ d¡Q“y„ 

A¡L$rTbui“ ep¡Äey„ lsy„.

f“f-A‘ A“¡ d¡Q Æs“pfpAp¡A¡ 

V²$p¡auAp¡ kp’¡ kpfp “Nv$ C“pdp¡ Tfu“ 

A“¡ eTv$ v$pê$hpgp Q¡qfV¡$bg V²$õV¡$ 

d¡mìep lsp. Ap D‘fp„s 2 V²$p¡auAp¡ duk 

Af“pT s„bp¡gu Üpfp dflºd rdkuk Ly$du 

A¡k. ‘„’L$u“u epv$dp„ kp¥ â’d Aph“pf“¡ 

Ap‘hpdp„ Aphu lsu. rbrgeX®$k“p Å¡qX$ep 

k¡¾¡$V$fu fp¡“u v$pê$hpgp A“¡ afp¡M s„bp¡gu Ap 

Vy$“p®d¡ÞV$ dpV$¡ Nh® A“ycìep¡ lsp¡ A“¡ h^ydp„ 

fp¡“uA¡ S>Zpìey„ lsy„ L¡$ Ap‘Z¡ Ap‘Zp 

V²$õV$uAp¡ A“¡ d¡“¡Æ„N L$rdV$u“¡ Apcpfu R>uA¡. 

Ap Vy$“p®d¡ÞV$“¡ hëX®$L$gpk CÞäpõV²$L$Qf i¡ÞX$f 

õ“yL$f V¡$bëk A“¡ fdshufp¡“¡ Ap„sffpô²$ue 

õV$pÞX$X®$T gpCV$]N CL$hu‘d¡ÞV$k dmu iL¡$ 

R>¡. v$pv$f ‘pfku L$p¡gp¡“u rS>dMp“p 

buÆ L$p¡ÞkuL$eyV$uh V$pCd 

Vy$“p®d¡ÞV$“u eS>dp“ lsu. 

hëX®$ âp¡a¡i“g õ“yL$f 

àg¡ef Apqv$Ðe dl¡sp 

Ap âk„N¡ ’pCg¡ÞX$dp„ 

hëX®$L$‘ dpV¡$ lpS>fu 

Ap‘u lsu. ‘pfku eyhp“ 

R>p¡L$fpAp¡ A“¡ R>p¡L$fuAp¡A¡ 

Ap“„v$ dpÎep¡ lsp¡.

pÅC lsu. ‘u.S .

buÅ “„bf¡

136

epf¡ 

Qyfu 

u Nep 

õV$pÞX$XT gpCV$]N C

R>R ¡. v$pv$f ‘pfk

bub Æ 

VyVy$“p®d¡

hëh

ààgà

AAA

hhh

AA

RR>p¡L$f

AAp“„v$ d

frhhpf¡ h^y Å¡hp dpV¡$ 

fpl Sy>Ap¡..

17 hj® bpv$ X$u‘ukuÆ a¡X$f¡i“ Ap¡a 

Tp¡fp¡õV²$ue“ A¡kp¡rkA¡i“ ap¡f h¡ëa¡f A¡ÞX$ L$ëQk® 

(ap¡Tph¡L$) rbrgeX®$k A¡ÞX$ õ“yL$f Vy$“p®d¡ÞV$“u l¡ÞX$uL¡$àX$ 

dpV¡$ eS>dp“ b“hp S>C flu R>¡. Ap Vy$“p®d¡ÞV$dp„ cpN g¡hp 

dpV¡$ h^y âdpZdp„ Dd¡v$hpfp¡ s¥epf R>¡. S>¡Ap¡ L$p¡d“u 

âh©rÑdp„ lp¢i ^fphsp lp¡e s¡Ap¡“y„ õhpNs R>¡. 

24du Sy>gpC, frhhpf’u iê$ ’pe R>¡ S>¡ 

A¡L$ drl“p ky^u Qpgy fl¡i¡.

“hy„ Q¡àV$f
X$u‘ukuÆ ‘Z drlgpAp¡ dpV¡$“u 

2011“y„ dlpfpô²$ õV¡$V$ rkg¡L$i“ 
Vy$“p®d¡ÞV$ eS>dp“ lsy„. cpfs“u 
“.2 NZpsu du“g W$pLy$f buS>¡ 
“„bf¡ A“¡ â¿eps c|s‘|h® “¡i“g 
õ“yL$f Q¡[çe‘“, lu“p M„X¡$ghpg, 
S>¡ b¡ hMs ‘l¡g¡ “„bf¡ Aphu lsu 
s¡ buÅ ¾$dp„L¡$ Aphu lsu.

bÅS> 
ApV®$ 

N¡g¡fudp„ 
dp¡“ky“ 

ip¡

A¡Þhpe®Þd¡ÞV$gu 

ä¡¡ÞX$gu, L$‘g du. lp¡du 

Afv$¡iuf rbgudp¡ep® A“¡ 

duku Apgy rbgudp¡ep® spfv$¡h’u 

Cg¡L$V²$uL$-‘phf“u hpefg¡k 

bpCL$ ‘f õ’pr“L$ â¡k“p 

‘¡Ækdp„ khpfu L$fu fl¡gy„ 

S>Zpe R>¡.
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kÐe“¡ Mpsf kÐe

A¡L$ lsp¡ Ap¡kpdp,
‘X$ep¡ dp¡V$p gp¡Qpdp„,
‘pX$ep¡ V$phf Ad¡qfL$pdp„,
‘R>u cpÁep¡ Nyapdp„,
bp¡d ‘X$ep¡ Nyapdp,„
sp¡e bQu Nep¡ Ap¡kpdp,
‘pqL$õsp“  L$l¡ Aphsp¡ fl¡, 
“¡ Atl fl¡ f¡ dp¡S>dp„, 
L$p¡C “l] Aph¡ Al] spfu Mp¡S>dp„,
Ðep„ Apìep¡ Ap¡bpdp,
AL$L$g lsu A¡ X$p¡bpdp„,
Np¡su gu^p¡ Ap¡kpdp,
Np¡mu dpfu v$u^u dp’pdp„, 
“pMu v$u^p¡ v$qfepdp„,
dfu Nep¡ Ap¡kpdp,
fpÆ ’ep¡ Ap¡bpdp,
bpL$u sd¡ L¡$d R>p¡??
dÅdp„??? 

- lp¡du v$gpg

‘pfku ^d®“p¡ kp¥’u dlp“ kv$NyZ Aj R>¡, A“¡ kp¥ 
kv$NyZp¡ Ajdp„ kdpC Åe R>¡. Aj A¡V$g¡ ku^p‘Ï„, 
kÐe, ‘rhÓsp, A¡L$ Ars âpQu“ d„Ó âdpZ¡: kp¥dp„ 
kpQp¡ ‘„’ ‘rhÓsp“p¡, buÅ kOmp ‘„’p¡ Ahm¡ dpN£ 
v$p¡f¡ R>¡. S>f’y”“u ‘Z ‘l¡gp Aj¡dhp¡lº “pd“u âQrgs 
’e¡gp A¡L$ Ars ‘qfrQs d„Ó¡ bp¡^¡gy„ L¡$ S>¡ ‘rhÓsp“¡ 
Mpsf ‘rhÓ R>¡ s¡ kpQp kyM“p¡ Ar^L$pfu R>¡.

Apr’®L$ gpc dpV¡$ ANf ‘p¡sp“u dsgb kp^hp kpfy„ 
kpQy„ bp¡ghpdp„ L$p„C rhi¡¡jsp “’u, ‘Z ‘qfZpd“u 
‘fhp rh“p kÐe“¡ Mpsf kÐe DÃQpfhpdp„ ^Þesp 
kdpe¡gu R>¡ fpS>L$pfZ, A’®L$pfZ, hL$ugps A“¡ 
ìep‘pfdp„ kÐe kp’¡ bp„^R>p¡X$ ’su li¡. ‘Z ^d® 
A“¡ “ursdp„ ‘eNçbfp¡ k„‘|Z® kÐe’u L$p„C‘Z Ap¡Ry>„ 
õhuL$pfhp CÃR>sp “’u.

Ýe¡e: k„‘|Z®sp
‘pfku ^d®“y„ Ýe¡e fhp“ bp¡¿sNu (ApÐdp“p¡ DÝ^pf) 
S> R>¡. Ap ‘qfrds S>Nsdp„’u R|>V$u A“„sspdp„ ‘Ngp„ 
dp„X$hp“p R>¡. Ap ap“u vy$r“epdp„’u du“p¡C Apgddp„ 
L|$Q L$fhu R>¡ A“¡ s¡ dpV¡$ ep¡Áesp ‘Z âpá L$fhp“u R>¡. 

‘f„sy Æh“ âÐe¡“p¡ S>f’p¡õsu ArcNd fQ“pÐdL$ R>¡. 
Apip-Dd¡v$p¡ L$QX$u“¡ “tl, CÃR>pAp¡ A“¡ gpNZuAp¡ 
DÃR>¡v$u “tl, Myv$ L$dp£“p¡ ÐepN L$fu“¡ “rl ‘Z 
Ajp¡C’u Ap kp¥“y„ r“ed“ L$fu k„‘|Z®sp âpá L$fhp“u 
S>f’p¡õsuAp¡“u “¡d R>¡. k„‘|Z®sp d¡mìep ‘R>u S> 
R>¡hV$“y„ Ýe¡e Adfsp âpá L$fu iL$pe R>¡. Cðf A¡V$g¡ S> 
kdN°sp A“¡ k„‘|Z®sp. dp“hu dpÓ A„i lp¡C A‘|Z® 
R>¡, ‘Z âcy ‘fpeZ Æh“ Npmu k„‘|Z® b“u s¡ Cðf 
kp’¡ spv$pÐçe kp^hp“u Apip fpM$u iL¡$ R>¡. Æh““¡ 
i|Þedp„  a¡fhu “pMu R>¡hV¡$ kpNfdp„ tbvy$ kdpC Åe 
s¡d Cðfdp„ a“p ’hp“u “rl, ‘Z L$pe®fs Æh“ Npmu 
AlºfdTv$“¡ âkß L$fu s¡“p qv$ìe Æh“dp„ ‘qf‘|Z®sp 
‘pdhp“u A¡L$ S>f’p¡õsu“u dlÐhL$p„np R>¡. dpV¡$ ‘pfku 
^d®“y„ Ýe¡e ‘qfrdsspdp„’u dy[¼s A“¡ k„‘|Z®sp“u 
âprá NZu iL$pe A“¡ S>ep„ ky^u k„‘|Z®sp d¡mhpsu 
“’u Ðep„ ky^u dpÓ dy[¼s ‘pfku ^d® âdpZ¡ A^|fu S> 
fl¡ R>¡.

- dflºd qafp¡T ku. v$phf 
(‘pfkuAp¡“p ^d® ‘yõsL$dp„’u)

A¡L$ gp¡L$râe, Ars ky„v$f, “pSy>L$ “dZu d^ybpgp“p¡ S>Þd 
14du a¡b°yApfu 1933dp„ A¡L$ dyk[ëd a¡rdgudp„ ’ep¡ 
lsp¡. s¡d“y„ Mê„$ “pd dydspT S>lp“ b¡Nd (v$l¡ghu) lsy„. 

S>¡ L$pbyg“p “hpbu a¡rdgu kp’¡ Ofp¡bp¡ ^fphsp lsp. S>¡d“p v$pv$p v$pv$u“¡ 
AaOpr“õsp““u Apd}A¡ cpfsdp„ r“hp®rks L$ep® lsp. d^ybpgp A¡L$ 
ê$qY$hpv$u a¡rdgu“y„ 11dp„“y„ 5dy„ bpmL$ lsy„.

d^ybpgp“p r‘spîu AspD‰pMp“ ‘¡iphfdp„ A¡L$ s„bpLy$ L„$‘“udp„ L$pd 
L$fsp lsp. ‘p¡sp“p¡ Å¡b Mp¡sp„ s¡ dy„bCdp„ Aphu“¡ hõep lsp. S>ep„ “h 
hj®“u d^ybpgpA¡ qaëddp„ âh¡i d¡mìep¡ lsp¡. d^ybpgp“u ‘l¡gu qaëd 
bk„s lsu S>¡ 1942dp„ fuguT ’C lsu A“¡ bp¡n Ap¡qakdp„ Ap qaëd¡ ka-
msp d¡mhu lsu. S>¡Z¡ gp¡L$râe Arc“¡Óu dydspT ip„rs“u v$uL$fu“y„ ‘pÓ 
cS>ìey„ lsy„ A“¡ A¡ ‘R>u bpmL$gpL$pf sfuL¡$ OZu qaëdp¡dp„ L$pd d¡mìey„ lsy„. 
d^ybpgp“¡ ‘l¡gp¡ b°¡L$ fpS>L$‘|f kp’¡ “ugL$dg (1947)dp„ dþep¡ lsp¡ S>¡“p 
âp¡X$eykf L¡$v$pf idp® lsp. A¡ hMs¡ d^ybpgp aL$s 14 hj®“u lsu.A¡ qaëd“¡ 
sp¡ bp¡n Ap¡qak ‘f kamsp “p dmu ‘Z d^ybpgp“p¡ Arc“e hMZ-
pep¡ lsp¡ A“¡ buÅ b¡ hjp£dp„ A¡d“u ky„v$fsp Aârsd ’C S>hp ‘pdu lsu. 
A¡d“u ky„v$fsp’u âcprhs ’C v$¡rhL$pfpZuA¡ d^ybpgp“¡ hyd“ Ap¡a l“u 
“pd Apàey„ lsy„. 1949dp„ bp¡çb¡ V$p¡qL$Tdp„ dlg qaëddp„ rlV$ fp¡g d¡mhsp 
A¡d“¡ Aip¡L$ Ly$dpf L$fsp ‘Z cpf¡ gp¡L$râesp dmu lsu A¡ qaëd“y„ Ape¡Np.. 
Ape¡Np.. Nus¡ b¡ S>Zp“¡ kamsp“p ‘Nr’ep QY$pìep lsp A¡dp“p A¡L$ lsp 
d^ybpgp A“¡ buÅ lsp A¡ Nus Np“pf gsp d„N¡iL$f.

1950 v$fçep“ A¡d“u NZ“p A¡L$ Ars kam L$gpL$pf sfuL¡$ ’hp 
‘pdu. 1952dp„ A¡d“p hMpZ Ad¡qfL$p“p d¡N¡TuÞkdp„ ’hp gpÁep lsp 
A“¡ Ap¡NõV$ 1952“p r’e¡ef Ap¡a ApV®$ “pd“p d¡N¡rT““p ‘©›$ ‘p“p 
‘f A¡d“p¡ ap¡V$p¡ R>‘pep¡ lsp¡ S>¡dp„ gMpey„ lsy„ L¡$ vy$r“ep“p¡ dp¡V$p¡ rkspfp¡ 
S>¡ b¡hfgu rlëk“p¡ “’u. A¡“p ‘f’u v$¡Mpe Aph¡ R>¡ L¡$ vy$r“epdp„ A¡d“u 
Aârsd ky„v$fsp“p Ak„¿e QplL$p¡ lsp¡. A¡d“p kp’u L$gpL$pfdp„ kp¥ â’d 
Aip¡L$Ly$dpf“y„ “pd R>¡ ‘R>u fpS>Ly$dpf, fl¡dp“, âv$u‘Ly$dpf, içdu L$‘|f, 
qv$gu‘Ly$dpf, ky“ug v$Ñ, v$¡hp“„v$ A“¡ qL$ip¡fLy$dpf.

(h^y dpV¡$ Sy>Ap¡ ‘p“y 20$)

d^ybpgpd^ybpgp
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Deceased
df“pf

Age
D.h.

Date
spfuM

Address
f. W¡$.

Relations
kNpCAp¡

Merwanji Dorabji Dastur 
d¡fhp“Æ v$p¡fpbÆ v$õsyf

81
81

14-7-2011
fp¡S> A“¡fp“$, dpl 
bld“, 1380

Udwada gam, Gujarat
v$p¡fpb rhgp, v$õsyf hpX$, Dv$hpX$p Npd, 
NyS>fps.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd NygbpC s’p dflºd v$p¡fpbÆ ‘¡õs“Æ v$õsyf, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd 

bp“ybpC A¡d. D“hpgp, dflºd Ågpdpe A¡“. A„L$g¡kqfep, dflºd Mp¡fi¡v$ “fudp“ 

bgkpfp, dflºd ky“p X$u. v$õsyf, S>f ‘u. bgkpfp.

Darayas Noshir 
Anklesaria
v$pfpek “p¡iuf A„L$g¡kqfep

69
69

14-7-2011
fp¡S> A“¡fp“$, dpl 
bld“, 1380

Dadar (E), Mumbai 14.
667, ^“dpe rb[ëX„$N, g¡X$u S>lp„Nuf 
fp¡X$,‘pfku L$p¡gp¡“u, v$pv$f (C), dy„bC 14.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Nyg s’p dflºd “p¡iuf afpdfp¡T> A„L$g¡kqfep, cpCbl¡“p¡: ‘fhu“ 

‘fh¡T k¡W$“p, dflºd Afv$¡iuf, Tfu“ A“¡ rhfpa

Hoshang Jamshedji 
Daruwalla  
lp¡i„N S>di¡v$Æ v$pê$hpgp

84
84

19-7-2011
fp¡S> Aõa„v$pfdv$$, 
dpl Aõa„v$pfdv$$,  
1380

Tardeo, Mumbai 7.
“„.12, g¡ÞV$u“ rb[ëX„$N, 3S>¡ dpm¡, 
NpdX$uep L$p¡gp¡“u, spfv$¡h, dy„bC 7

dpspr‘sp: dflºd S>fbpC s’p dflºd lp¡fdkÆ v$pê$hpgp, ^ZuepZu: dflºd “fNui 

v$pê$hpgp, v$uL$fpv$uL$fu: ‘fkuk A¡d R>p‘Mp“phpgp, X¡$Tu ‘u. “hv$f, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd 

ky“pdpe, dflºd v$pv$u v$pê$hpgp, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: ‘fhu“, ndp, fp¡X$pb¡, Aphp„, fl¡dp“, 

kpkykkfp: dl¡f“p¡i A¡Q R>p‘Mp“phpgp, ‘ufp¡S> A¡k. “hv$pf.

Pervin Dorab Dhondy
‘fhu“ v$p¡fpb ^p¡ÞX$u

91
91

19-7-2011
fp¡S> Aõa„v$pfdv$$, 
dpl Aõa„v$pfdv$$,  
1380

Parel, Mumbai 12.
2A¡-19, spsp rdëk lpDk]N kp¡kpeV$u, 
‘f¡g, dy„bC 12.

dpspr‘sp: bQybpC s’p lp¡fdkÆ dpv$“, ^Zu: v$p¡fpb afpdfp¡T ^p¡ÞX$u, v$uL$fpv$uL$fu: 

‘fhuT ‘V¡$g A“¡ S>di¡v$, cpCbl¡“p¡: “pv$uf, s¡ldu“p, L$p¡bpv$, S>dpC: fp¡luÞV$“ L¡$. ‘V¡$g

Maneckbai Maneck 
Sethna 
dp“¡L$bpC dp“¡L$ i¡W$“p

79
79

20-7-2011
fp¡S> Mp¡fv$pv$$, dpl 
Aõa„v$pfdv$$, 1380

Grant Road, Mumbai 7.
A¡-ågp¡L$, 2A¡, hkuepdg rb[ëX„$N, N°pÞV$ 
fp¡X$, dy„bC 7.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Apedpe s’p dflºd L¥$Miê$, ^Zu: dflºd dp“¡L$ i¡W$“p, cpCbl¡“p¡: 

dl¡fÆ, kpkykkfp: dflºd ‘ufp¡Å s’p dflºd afpdfp¡T

Jehanbux  Ratansha  Jijina
S>lp„bn fs“ip ÆÆ“p

74
74

20-7-2011
fp¡S> Mp¡fv$pv$$, dpl 
Aõa„v$pfdv$$, 1380

Ville Parle -W, Mumbai 56. 
k¡ÞV²$g b¡ÞL$, ku.A¡Q. kp¡kpeV$u guduV¡$X$, 
ku/14, 3S>¡ dpm¡, v$pv$pcpC ¾$p¡k fp¡X$ “„. 
3, rhg¡‘pg£ (h¡), dy„bC 56.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Ågpdpe s’p dflºd fs“ipl ÆÆ“p, ^Zu: fp¡X$p S>¡. ÆÆ“p, 

v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: dflºd v$ug“hpT S>¡. i¡W$“p, afTpv$ S>¡. ÆÆ“p, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd Nygp 

X$u. ‘V¡$g, dflºd s¡ldyfõ‘ Apf. ÆÆ“p, Aõ‘u Apf. ÆÆ“p, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: Ly$du S>¡. 

i¡W$“p, S>dpC: S>di¡v$ ‘u. i¡W$“p, kpkykkfp: dflºd Apgpdpe s’p dflºd afpdfp¡T Ly$‘f.

Banoo Sam Saklatwalla
 bp“y kpd kL$gpV$hpgp

82
82

21-7-2011
fp¡S> Mp¡fv$pv$$, dpl 
Aõa„v$pfdv$$, 1380

Dadar , Mumbai 14.
683/A¡, hL$ug rb[ëX„$N, 2S>¡ dpm¡, ‘pfku 
L$p¡gp¡“u, v$pv$f, dy„bC 14.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Mp¡fi¡v$bp“y s’p dflºd ^“Æip ‘p¡fb„v$fhpgp ^Zu: dflºd kpd qafp¡T 

kL$gpV$hpgp, v$uL$fpv$uL$fu: Tu“p¡buep, Apbp“, Apiui, Tybu“, cpCbl¡“p¡: v$p¡kp ku‰y, 

N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: Myfiuv$, epõdu“, dflºd v$pfpek, ê$ipv$, S>¡lp“, b¡“pai¡, hlº S>dpC: 

‘fh¡T cpW¡$“p, L¥$“pT kL$gpV$hpgp, kpkykkfp: dflºd fs“bp“y qafp¡T kL$gpV$hpgp

Jamshed Kaikhushru  
Namiranian 
S>di¡v$ L¥$Myiê$ “dufp“ue“

80
80 

22-7-2011
fp¡S> Adfv$pv$, dpl 
Aõa„v$pfdv$$, 1380

Colaba , Mumbai 1.
 A¡a/19 Myifp¡ bpN, 1g¡ dpm¡, A¡k. 
cNstkl fp¡X$, L$p¡gpbp, dy„bC 1.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd iufu“ s’p dflºd L¥$Myiê$ “dufp“ue“, ^ZuepZu: v$p¡gu, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: 

iufpT, qafv$p¡i, cpCbl¡“p¡: dp¡fhfuv$, v$p¥gs,lp¡dpe, dflºd d¡L$d¡gp¡L$, dflºd bp“y s’p 

dflºd kpfhpf, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: ip¥“, Myi“yd, hlº A“¡ S>dpC: Av$u Cfp“u A“¡ kudp 

“dufp“ue“, kpkykkfp: dflºd Mp¡fi¡v$ s’p Mp¡v$pbn Cfp“u.

Burjor Framroze 
Screwvalla
bfÅ¡f afpdfp¡T õ¾|$hpgp

88
88

22-7-2011
fp¡S> Adfv$pv$, dpl 
Aõa„v$pfdv$$, 1380

Mumbai 30.
23, rhS>e rhgp, 79, hfgu ku a¡k, dy„bC 
30.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd iufu“bpC s’p dflºd afpdfp¡T õ¾y$hpgp, ^ZuepZu: ku‰y bfÅ¡f 

õLy$hpgp, v$uL$fu: i¡l“pT ‘¡ku DdfuNf, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd ê$õsd afpdfp¡T õLy$hpgp, 

N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: kpefk ‘¡ku DdfuNf, Ape¡ip ‘¡ku DdfuNf, S>dpC: ‘¡ku ‘p¡gu DdfuNf, 

kpkykkfp: dflºd ê$‘pbpC s’p dflºd d„Q¡fip kp¡fpbÆ dl¡Þsu.

A¡L$ “S>f ‘pfku dfZp¡ D‘f

d^ybpgpd^ybpgp
(‘p“p “„. 19’u Qpgy)
A¡L$ S>dp“pdp„ A¡d“y„ gp„by â¡dâL$fZ lsy„ qv$gu‘ Ly$dpf kp’¡ A¡Ap¡ ‘l¡guhpf Ähpf 

cpV$p“p k¡V$ ‘f dþep lsp A“¡ ‘pR>p dëep lf tkNpf “pd“u 1949dp„ b“¡gu 
qaëddp„ S>¡ qfrgT ’hp “lp¡su ‘pdu. ‘R>u 1951dp„ sfp“p qaëddp„ kp’¡ Apìep 
A“¡ A¡d“u Å¡X$u hMZpC lsu. d^ybpgp“y„ Ap â¡d âL$fZ ‘p„Q hj® Qpëey„ lsy„ 
‘Z d^ybpgp“p r‘spîu AspD‰pMp“ kp’¡ qv$gu‘Ly$dpf“p kb„^p¡ hZõep lsp 
A“¡ Ap â¡dâL$fZ b„^ ’hp ‘pçey„ lsy„ ‘Z s¡ dfsp v$d ky^u qv$gu‘Ly$dpf“¡ c|gu 
iL$ep “ lsp.
A¡d“y„ “hy„ â¡dâL$fZ 1958dp„ QgsuL$p “pd NpX$u“p rlfp¡ A“¡ NpeL$ qL$ip¡fLy$dpf 

kp’¡ ’ey„ lsy„ ‘f„sy qL$ip¡fLy$dpf ‘l¡gpS> ‘fZ¡gp lsp A¡d“u ‘l¡gu ‘Ð“u“y„ “pd 
lsy„$ fydp Nylp W$pLy$fsp S>¡ b„Npgu qaëdp¡dp„ L$pd ‘Z L$fsp A“¡ Nusp¡ ‘Z Npsp 
lsp. qL$ip¡fLy$dpf ‘l¡gp ‘fZ¡gp lsp s¡’u d^ybpgp“p Ly$Vy„$buS>“p¡ s’p qL$ip¡fLy$dpf“p 
Ly$Vy„$buS>“p¡ Ap k„b„^’u Myi “p lsp A“¡ gÁ“ dpV¡$ “pMyiu v$ip®hu lsu. s¡Ap¡A¡ 
gÁ“ sp¡ L$ep® lsp ‘f„sy A¡L$ drl“pdp„S> d^ybpgp ‘p¡sp“p bpÞÖp“p b„Ngpdp„ ‘pR>p 
aep® lsp.

(h^y Aphsp A„L¡$)

khpf“u dp¡“pÅs
DW$p¡ gp¡L$p¡ S>Ns kpfu, kuspeidp„ AlºfdTv$“u 

S>dp“p “¡ Sy>bpv$pfu, kuspeidp„ AlºfdTv$“u

Ecp ‘h®s, Ecp v$M®s DW¡$ dp¡Å„ kdyÖdp„

“v$u“pmp hl¡Åfu, kuspeidp„ AlºfdTv$“u

k¡spfp Apkdp“ D‘f, Myfp¡ dplspb “nÓp¡

kv$p R>¡ dpN® k„Qpfu, kuspeidp„ AlºfdTv$“u

S>du“ ‘f Å“hf afsp„, flu“¡ dyNp£ dplu k„N

L$f¡ R>¡ “pv$ ggL$pfu, kuspeidp„ AlºfdTv$“u

S>ep„ Sy>„b¡i Alºfepv$¡, Af¡ CÞkp“ sy„S> L$p„ kyõs

flp¡ L$ped “fp¡-“pfu, kuspeidp„ AlºfdTv$“u

- dfTbp“ v$pfp dl¡sp“u L$g¡L$i“ byL$dp„’u
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X²$peäºV$ bfauAp
S
“u
hp
“
Nu

 A¡L$ fpÅ OZp¡ ^d} lsp¡, S>¡ ^d®“p âhQ“p¡dp„ l„d¡ip 
lpS>fu Ap‘sp¡ lsp¡. ìep¿ep“ ‘yê$ ’ep ‘R>u’u A¡L$ 
v$lpX$p¡ s¡Z¡ ‘„qX$sÆ“¡ ‘|R>ey„ L¡$ Myv$p Ap‘Z“¡ ‘p¡suL$p 
L¡$d “l] b“phsp¡? ‘„qX$sÆA¡ L$üy, fpS>“! lº„ A¡“p¡ 
S>hpb sdp¡“¡ Aphsu L$pg¡ Ap‘ui.

buS>¡ qv$hk¡ ‘„qX$sÆ fpÅ“p dl¡gdp„ ‘^pep®, Ðepf¡ 
fpÅA¡ OÏ„ dp“ Ap‘u“¡ A¡d“¡ Apk“ D‘f b¡kpX$ep. 
‘„qX$sÆ L$l¡, S>fp fpS>Ly„$hfp¡“¡ bp¡gphp¡, dpf¡ sdpfp„ 
bpmL$p¡“¡ Å¡hp R>¡. v$pku ÓZ bpmL$p¡“¡ gC Aphu, S>¡d“u 
he A¡L$, ÓZ A“¡ ‘p„Q“u lsu. bpv$dp„ ‘„qX$sÆA¡ 
Mukpdp„’u fdL$X$p„Ap¡ L$pY$ep A“¡ bpmL$p¡“¡ fdhp Apàep„ 
A“¡ ‘R>u ‘¡gu v$pku“¡ L$üy„ L¡$ lh¡ sy„ Al]’u Qpgu Å. 
fdL$X$p„ dþep A¡V$g¡ b¡ dp¡V$p„ bpmL$p¡ sp¡ fdhpdp„ diNyg 
’C Nep. ‘Z A¡L$ hj®“p bpmL¡$ sp¡ v$pku dpV¡$ A¡hy„ 
fX$hp„ dp„X$ey„ L¡$ L¡$d¡ L$fsp„ fp¡sy„ “ fl¡. A¡V$g¡ v$pku S>gv$u 
v$p¡X$u Aphu A“¡ bpmL$“¡ Np¡v$dp„ gC gu^y„; A¡V$g¡ s¡ R>p“y„ 
füy„. ‘„qX$sÆ S>hp DW$ep Ðepf¡ fpÅA¡ ‘yR>ey„ L¡$ dlpfpS>! 

L$pg“p dpfp khpg“p¡ S>hpb? Af¡, fpS>“! lÆ sy„ “l] 
kdÄep¡? v$pku s¡ ÅZ¡ ‘fdpÐdp, fdL$X$p„ s¡ Æ„v$Nudp„ 
dmsp kyM cp¡Np¡ A“¡ rhje hpk“pAp¡ A“¡ bpmL$p¡ s¡ 
Ap‘Z¡ ‘p¡s¡, ApV$gu fQ“p L$fu“¡ ‘fdpÐdp Ap‘Zp’u 
Ry>‘pC Nep, ÅZ¡ v$pku  Qpgu NC. lh¡ b¡ bpmL$p¡ sp¡ 
fdL$X$p„ a¢L$u v$u^p„. A¡“¡ sp¡ v$pku S> Å¡Csu lsu! A¡ fpS>“! 
s“¡ ‘Z vy$r“epv$pfu“u gl¡S>sp¡ “l] M‘sp„, dpÓ Å¡ Cðf 
S> Å¡Csp¡ lp¡e, sp¡ ‘¡gu v$pku“u dukpg¡ Myv$p ‘Z v$p¡X$u 
Aphu“¡ s“¡ bp’dp„ gC g¡i¡ ep“¡ s“¡ ‘p¡suL$p b“phi¡.

fpS>Ly„$hfu sp¡ “l] hf¡,
Å¡ L$“uS>dp„ ggQpe.

rhje-dqv$fp “l] ‘uA¡, 
s¡ â¡d ‘uey ‘u Åe.

- ApS>“u d“í“udp„’u

sdpfp QdL$sp rkspfpAp¡ dpV¡$ Sy>Ap¡ ‘p“y„ “„. 22

ApS>“p¡ kyrhQpf
L$f¡ Ny“pl“p¡ ‘òpsp‘, 

iy¾$NyTpfu lp¡e,
rhh¡L$ “ R>p¡X¡$, qv$g “ sp¡X¡$, 

d“ dprgL$dp„ ‘p¡e.

lkhp“y„ 
iy„ g¡ip¡?

Ly$du buQ ‘f S>¡ L$p¡au dm¡ R>¡ s¡huS> L$p¡au b“phS>¡..‘pZu“u “ÆL$ A“¡ 
S>¡V$gy„ dm¡ s¡V$gy„..

Myv$p Ap‘Z“¡ ‘p¡suL$p„ L¡$d “l] b“phsp¡

‘Npfdp„ ‘„Qps
v$u“iplÆ: Af¡ cpC Ape dpfp ‘Npf“p ‘¡L¡$V$dp„’u 100  ê$r‘ep 
Ap¡Qp “uL$þep..
L$phkÆ L¡$iuef: sdy“¡ Ne¡ dlu“¡ cygdp„ b¡ ê$r‘ep Åõsu 
Ap‘¡gp s¡ sd¡ hp„^p¡ sp¡ “l] gu^p¡?
v$u“iplÆ: Af¡, ‘Z A¡L$ hMs cyg L$fp¡ sp¡ Qgphubu g¡hy„ A¡d 
båb¡ hMs s¡d Qgphpe?
****
Q„Qm QyL$pv$p¡:
d¡ÆõV²¡$V$: Ap„e b^p¡ v$pê$“p¡ hp„L$ R>¡, kdS>ep v$pê$“p¡ hp„L$!
d„R>pfpd: ’¢L$ey kpl¡b sd¡ S> Ap„e ‘l¡gp dpZk “uL$þep L¡$ S>¡“¡ 
L$üy„ L¡$ A¡dp„ dpfp¡ hp„L$ “’u.
*** 
hÞkdp¡f
‘Ð“u: Ape sdpfp dyhp dp¡V$f X²$pChf“¡ ldZpS> L$pY$u d|L$p¡, ApS>¡ 
A¡ dpfp„ d„dp“¡ dp¡V$fdp„ afhp gC Nuep¡ “¡ b¡ hMs ’p„cgp kp’¡ 
dp¡V$f Aapmu “pMu buQpfp dpfp d„dp dfsp dfsp bQu Nuep.
‘su: X$uef, A¡“p¡ Ap„e Ny“pl dpa L$fu“¡ A¡“¡ lSy>“ A¡L$ hMs 
QpÞk Ap‘.

kpdN°u: 1 L$‘ dphp¡, 1 L$‘ Mp„X$, 1/2 L$‘ ‘“uf, 2 V¡$bgõ‘y“ rdëL$ ‘pDX$f, 1 
V¡$bgõ‘|“ r‘õsp“p¡ c|L$p¡, 1 V¡$bgõ‘|“ Qpfp¡mu“p¡ c|L$p¡, 1/2 V¡$bgõ‘|“ A¡gQu“p¡ c|L$p¡, 
Ou A¡gQu“p v$pZp.
b“phhp“u fus: v|$^“¡ Nfd L$fu, DL$m¡ A¡V$g¡ ^ud¡ ^ud¡ g]by“p¡ fk “pMu, Dspfu, lgpìep 
L$fhy„. bfpbf apV$u Åe A¡V$g¡ L$‘X$pdp„ bp„^u fpMhy„. ‘R>u D‘f hS>“ d|L$u, b^y„ S> ‘pZu 
L$pY$u “pMhy„. Aphu fus¡ ‘“uf b“phu, hpV$u “p„Mhy„. lh¡ A¡L$ hpkZdp„ A¡L$ QdQu Ou “pMu, 
Nfd ’pe A¡V$g¡ s¡dp„ ’p¡X$p A¡gQu“p v$pZp “pMu, s¡dp„ dphp¡, ‘“uf A“¡ Mp„X$ b^y„ c¡Ny 
L$fu “p„Mhyl. Mp„X$ Ap¡Nm¡ A“¡ rd¼k ’C Åe A¡V$g¡ Dspfu s¡dp„ rdëL$ ‘pDX$f, bv$pd-
r‘õsp-Qpfp¡mu“p¡ c|L$p¡ A“¡ A¡gQu“p¡ c|L$p¡ “pMu, ’pmudp„ Ou gNpX$u, bfau W$pfu v$¡hu.  
W$f¡ A¡V$g¡ L$V$L$p L$p‘hp.
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Sagittarius :- 23rd November – 22nd December (Fool & XI of Sword) 
During this week you might feel disturbed. At times you are likely 
to lose your temper. At work, your boss might give you some 
mental trouble. Money will come easily.

Aries:- 21st  March – 20th April (II of Wands & Justice)
Be diplomatic in your work and with your enemy. New avenues 
will open after some days. Wait and watch. Something good is in 
store for you. Do not take hasty decision.

Taurus:- 21st April – 20th  May. (V of Wands & VI of Coins) 
n this week you must have con dence and trust in yourself. our 
udgment will be right. ou will en oy your daily work. Money 
will come easily.

Gemini:- 21st May – 20th June. (Temperance & II of Wands)
mportant meetings might not take place. our hard work will 

pay off and there will be some good news. our health will be 
good and you will have peace of mind.

Cancer :- 21st June – 22nd  July  (II of Coins & IV of Coins) 
n this week, be careful while making nancial decisions. Do not 

commit to anyone as far as money is concerned. Do not take a loan 
as far as possible or you are likely to fall in trouble.

Leo:- 23rd July – 23rd August (II of Cups & Moon) 
During this week it is possible that important meetings or ventures 
will be fruitful. If you make an investment at this time then it will 
bene t you in the future.

Virgo:-  24th August – 23rd Sept. (IV of Swords & VIII of Cups) 
During this week you will bene t remarkably from some relatives. 

ou will get some une pected result at work. ou will be able to 
achieve whatever you were looking forward to until now.

Libra:- 24th Sept. – 22nd October (4 of Cups & 6 of Cups) 
This week will be somewhat of a struggle for you. Negative ideas 
might plague you. ou might face monetary loss. ou might not 
be able to keep a balance between your family and your partner.

Scorpio:- 23rd October – 22nd  November. (II of Coins & Hanged Man)
This week your nancial position is good. ou will ful ll your 
promises. The health of your family members will remain good. 

ou are likely to undertake some social work.

Capricon:- 23rd Dec. – 20th Jan. (Ace of Coins & 9 of Coins)
This week is good for romance. ou will get a good response from 
the opposite se  ou have no money problem. A small family 
function will take place.

Aquarius:- 21st Jan. – 19th Feb. (Knight of Wands & II of Cups) 
Do not put your money in the share market. Avoid gambling. 
Trust only those who are close to you. At work, you will do very 
well. ou will get support from your boss as well.

Pisces:- 20th February – 20th March (VII of Coins & IV of Cups) 
ou will have peace of mind. There is good news for those who 

are in a relationship. However, if there is a secret romance then 
it might trouble you. Try to be focused at work. Do not put your 
money in the wrong place.

by Tarot Reader NUPUR

L$Þep: 24du Ap¡NõV$’u 23du k‘V¡$çbf
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd“¡ “p“p¡ apev$p¡bu M|b S> dlÐh“p¡ kprbs ’i¡. kNp„Ap¡“p L$pd 
L$fhp’u sd¡ kpfp “l] ’C Åh s¡ ÅZÅ¡. sd¡ kpQy„ Å¡C“¡ ApNm h^u iL$ip¡.

sygp: sp. 24du kàV¡$çbf’u 22du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf
lpgdp„ sdpfp rhQpfp¡dp„ Mp¡V$p rhQpfp¡ M|b S> Aphi¡. “pZpL$ue “yL$kp“u cp¡Nhhu ‘X$i¡. 
sd¡ Ly$Vy„$b A“¡ â¡du hÃQ¡ b¡g¡Þk fpMu “l] iL$p¡. k„cpmu“¡ ApNm h^Å¡.

h©ròL$: sp. 23du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf ’u 22du “h¡çbf
“pZpL$ue [õ’rs M|b S> kpfu fl¡i¡. srbesdp„ Å¡ kpfpkpfu lp¡e sp¡ Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ 
srbesdp„ ky^pfp¡ v$¡Mpi¡. kpdpÆL$ L$pdp¡ kpfu fus¡ L$fu iL$ip¡.

^“: sp. 23du “h¡çbf’u 22du qX$k¡çbf
 Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sdpê„$ dNS> bfp¡bf L$pd “l] L$i¡. L$epf¡L$ sd¡ Nfd ’C S>ip¡. sdpfp 
D‘fu sd“¡ ksphhpdp„ L¡$hu fus¡ sd¡ l¥fp“ ’ph s¡ dpV¡$ sdpfu cyg ip¡^i¡. s¡d R>sp„ ‘¥kp 
dmsp fl¡i¡.

dL$f: sp. 23du qX$k¡çbf’u 20du ÅÞeyApfu
Ap AW$hpqX$ey„ â¡d L$f“pfpAp¡ dpV¡¡$ kpê„$ S>i¡. rhê$Ý^ Års kp’¡ klL$pf dmsp¡ S>i¡. ‘¥kp 
dpV¡$ tQsp “l] ksph¡. a¡dugudp„ L$p„CL$ kpfp âk„N b“u“¡ fl¡i¡.

d¡j: sp. 21du dpQ® ’u 20du A¡râg
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ QpgpL$ b“u S>Å¡. L$pd A“¡ vy$íd““u kpd¡ QpgpL$u’u L$pd g¡Å¡. ’p¡X$uL$ 
ip„rs fpMip¡ sp¡ ’p¡X$p kde ‘R>u “hp L$pd d¡mhip¡. Dsphmdp„ X$ukuT“ “l] g¡sp.

h©jc: sp. 21du A¡râg ’u 20du d¡ 
Ap AW$hpqX$ep“p ANÐe“p L$pdp¡dp„ dyv$s ‘X$u S>i¡. Å¡ sdp¡ h^y dl¡“s L$fip¡ sp¡ kpfp 
kdpQpf dmi¡. blpfNpd’u kpfp kdpQpf dmi¡. dNS>“¡ ip„rs fl¡i¡.

rd’y“: sp.21d¡ ’u 20du S|>“
Ap AW$hpqX$ey„ sd¡ fp¡S>“p L$pd L$fu“¡ ‘yfy„ L$fu iL$ip¡. sd¡ S>¡ L$pd L$ey® li¡ s¡ L$pd sd“¡ Myiu 
Ap‘u“¡ fl¡i¡. fp¡L$pZ L$fsp ‘l¡gp„ rdÓ“u kgpl S>ê$f’u g¡Å¡.

L$L®$: sp.21du S|>“’u 22du Sy>gpC
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ “pZpL$ue bpbs“u A„v$f r“Z®e g¡sp„ ‘l¡gp„ M|b S> rhQpfÅ¡. ‘¥kp 
Ap‘hp dpV¡$ L$p¡Cbu ‘Z âp¡duk L$fsp “l]. g¡suv$¡su“p L$pd M|b k„cpmu“¡ L$fip¡ “l] sp¡ 
dykubsdp„ dyL$pC S>ip¡.

tkl: 23du Sy>gpC’u 23du Ap¡Nô$
Ap AW$hpqX$ey„ sdpf¡$ dpV¡$ kpê„$ S>i¡. gu^¡gp X$ukuT““y„ kpê„$ ‘qfZpd Å¡ip¡. “p“y„ fp¡L$pZ 
apev$pL$pfL$ fl¡i¡.

du“: 20du a¡b°yApfu’u  20du dpQ®
d“ A“¡ dNS> M|b S> W„$Xy$ fl¡i¡. sd¡ â¡ddp„ lip¡ sp¡ sd“¡ A¡dp„ kpfp kdpQpf dmi¡.  
blpf“p k„b„^dp„ lip¡ sp¡ dykubsdp„ Aphip¡. L$pdL$pS>“u D‘f Ýep“ Ap‘Å¡ ‘¥kp Mp¡V$u 
S>ÁepA¡ akpC S>hp“p QpÞk R>¡.

Ly„$c: 21du ÅÞeyApfu’u 19du a¡b°yApfu
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ i¡f kË$pdp„ ‘¥kp fp¡L$pZ’u “yL$kp“udp„ S>ip¡. i¡f kË$p’u v|$f fl¡Å¡. b“¡ 
sp¡ sdpfp Mpk ìe[¼s D‘f rhðpk L$fu“¡ L$pd L$fÅ¡. “p¡L$fu L$fsp lip¡ Ðep„ kpê„$ L$pd L$fu 
iL$ip¡. b^p“p¡ kp’ dmi¡.
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with several given numbers. To solve a Sudoku puzzle, every digit must appear once in:* Each of the vertical columns* Each of the horizontal rows * Each of the boxes.

Sudoku
1 8 9 2 4 7 6 3 5
4 6 7 3 5 1 8 2 9
2 5 3 9 8 6 1 4 7
8 9 1 4 6 5 2 7 3
6 7 2 1 3 9 4 5 8
5 3 4 7 2 8 9 1 6
9 2 5 6 7 4 3 8 1
3 1 8 5 9 2 7 6 4
7 4 6 8 1 4 5 9 2

1 8 5 2 7 9 6 3 4
4 9 6 3 5 1 7 8 2
2 7 3 4 6 8 5 9 1
3 5 4 9 8 6 2 1 7
6 1 8 7 2 3 4 5 9
9 2 7 1 4 5 8 6 3
5 4 9 6 1 7 3 2 8
7 6 1 8 3 2 9 4 5
8 3 2 5 9 4 1 7 6
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Hidden in this crisscrossing network of 
passageways is the name of the well-known 
community personality shown in the picture. 
Select a starting letter and trace this name 
with a continuous line. At no time may any 
letter or passage be re-used.

Inperson

SOLUTION FOR 9-7-11
HOMI ADAJANIA

I P A RL

E D O

G D RO

D A E SR

E J T

Sneaky Cheeky
One letter stands for another in this 
substitution game. Replace it and complete 

week! 

Today’s clue: B equals T

HSERNBNIHN, DAXN BCYBK, 

ZNWYBL WIM HSIBWHB 

DNIUNU, AU AI BKN NLN ST BKN 

ZNKSDMNC

ANSWER  IN NEXT WEEK

Mutt The Lockhorns
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Comics as a real mass medium 
started to emerge in the 
United States in the early 20th 

century with the newspaper comic 
strip, where its form began to be 
standardized. The combination of 
words and pictures proved popular 
and quickly spread throughout the 
world. Historically, the form dealt 
with humorous subject matter, but 
its scope has expanded to encompass 
the full range of literary genres.

Comics as an art form established 
itself in the late 19th and early 20th 
century, alongside the similar forms 

forms share certain conventions, most 
noticeably the mixing of words and 
pictures, and all three owe parts of 
their conventions to the technological 
leaps made through the industrial 
revolution. Though newspapers 

popularized comics in the late 1890s, 
narrative illustration has existed 
for many centuries. In the late 20th 
and early 21st century there has 
been a movement to rehabilitate the 
medium. Critical discussions of the 
form appeared as early as the 1920s, 
but serious studies were rare until the 
late 20th century.

The distribution of comics 
in India is more recent than the 
European, American and Japanese 
industries, but is nevertheless almost 
60 years old. Despite the publication 
of about 100 million copies a year, 
comics in India are still largely 

dominated by American characters, 
and local production remains 
marginal. One of earliest attempts is 
by comic magazine Chandamama. 
Chandamama has published in 
more than 5 languages since 1947.It 
developed from the adaptations of 
the Ramayana and the Mahabharata 
in the 1960s, to educational comics 
for children, caricatures in print 
media, and adaptations of American 
superheroes.

Origin of Comics
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